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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the final report of the results of an independent review of the activities and
performance of the Forensic Biology Section1 of the State Bureau of Investigation (SBI)
Crime Laboratory commissioned by the North Carolina Attorney General that began in
March, 2010. The review focuses on the policies, procedures and practices of this
Section of the laboratory between January, 1987 and January, 2003, when the forensic
tests examined in this review were discontinued. This report includes specific findings
and recommendations for further action, as well as a discussion of the review process
and the rationale which supports the conclusions presented. The basis for this review
and relevant facts are summarized below.
In the wake of the highly publicized decision of the North Carolina Innocence
Commission Three- Judge Panel to exonerate Gregory Taylor and free him from his life
sentence based on a 1993 conviction for the first degree homicide of Jaquetta Thomas,
Chris Swecker Esq. and Michael Wolf2 were retained by the North Carolina Attorney
General’s Office (NCAGO) to conduct an independent review of the performance of the
Forensic Biology Section within the SBI Laboratory. Discussions were held with senior
staff of the NCAGO on March 18, 2010 to establish the scope and focus of this project.
At this time the staff of the NCAGO established primary goals of this effort as follows: 1)
determine whether SBI Laboratory policies, procedural guidelines and actual practices
relating to serology tests were fully compliant with the letter and spirit of federal/state
laws as well as with forensic industry standards; 2) determine if laboratory Analysts
accurately and completely reported lab results and 3) identify any potential cases of
injustice. As a result of several cases that were brought to the attention of the review
team by the non-profit Association, The North Carolina Advocates for Justice, the scope
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of this work also incorporated a limited review of cases that were alleged to have DNA
related issues and the SBI DNA testing program.
The transfer of body fluids, particularly blood, between a victim and a suspect, or the
mere presence of human blood on a suspect or an object associated with a suspect can
be powerful evidence for the prosecution in a criminal investigation. Conversely, the
absence of evidence of such a transfer or the absence of body fluid, especially blood,
on a suspect can be favorable and even material, to the defense of an accused
defendant. It can especially impact decisions that go to the heart of basic defense
strategy such as whether to plead guilty, testify at trial or aggressively cross examine
experts. Given the critical importance of such evidence this review closely examined
how SBI Serology Analysts reported the results of serology tests for the presence of
blood.
In phase one of this review steps were taken to identify cases that were similar to those
presented in the original Jaquetta Thomas homicide investigation in which Gregory
Taylor was ultimately charged; that is, cases in which presumptive tests yielded
“positive indications for the presence of blood” but where subsequent confirmatory tests
reflecting “negative” or “inconclusive” results were omitted from the final report. The
final report in such cases, then, would only indicate the positive results of the less
sensitive presumptive test for blood.
Out of 15,419 lab files screened and examined this review identified 230 Laboratory
cases in which laboratory reports similar to the Taylor cases were present. In 40 of
these cases no suspect was charged. Out of a total of 269 individuals ultimately
charged in the remaining 190 cases, 80 are still serving sentences (four are on death
row), three were executed and five died in prison. In phase two of this review the 230
cases identified in phase one were reviewed in detail and divided into four categories.
These cases have in common that that they contain lab reports that mention positive
presumptive test results but omit the results other more sensitive tests. These include:
1. Cases that mention that the presence of blood is not conclusive but fail to report
that a confirmatory test was conducted and with negative results;
2. Cases with lab files that contain reports that fail to mention of one or more
negative or inconclusive confirmatory test(s) and are thus incomplete;
3. Cases that contain misleading reports that stated that no further tests were
conducted when, in fact, one or more confirmatory tests were conducted with
negative or inconclusive results;
4. Cases in which the Laboratory test results were overstated or lab notes
contradict the reported result.
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It was determined that during the relevant time periods lab files were not routinely
produced to an accused defendant. None of these files contained documentation that
relevant lab notes were provided to the accused for review at the time they were
charged or before trial.
This review did not conclude, and the reader should not assume, that each case
resulted in a wrongful conviction. The individual circumstances of each defendant will
have to be examined by the respective defendant and prosecutor, and in some cases
the courts to make a determination as to the actual impact the erroneous lab report and
underlying evidence had on the cases and whether timely production of the actual test
results would have changed the outcome of the defendant’s case. This will require an
in depth review of investigative cases files that are located in the records of law
enforcement departments across the state, court records, trial transcripts, laboratory
files, appellate records, records of the Administrative Office of the Courts and any other
relevant material.
It should be noted that the confirmatory “Takayama” blood test that was at issue in the
Taylor Innocence Commission proceedings was discontinued in 2003 and replaced with
DNA and rapid Stain identification tests. Additionally reviewers determined that lab files
are now provided to prosecutors via a website accessible to a point of contact within
each District Attorney’s Office which places the laboratory Analyst’s notes in the hands
of prosecutors to enable them to be passed to accused defendants on a timely basis.
A limited review of the SBI Laboratory DNA program did not identify any systemic
problems however several cases were reviewed that involved serious errors on the part
of DNA Analysts and several recommendations were made to address public
confidence in this important program.
This report raises serious issues about laboratory reporting practices from 1987-2003
and the potential that information that was material and even favorable to the defense of
criminal charges filed was withheld or misrepresented. The factors that contributed to
these issues range from poorly crafted policy; lack of objectivity, the absence of clear
report writing guidance; inattention to reporting methods that left too much discretion to
the individual Analyst: lack of transparency; and ineffective management and oversight
of the Forensic Biology Section from 1987 through 2003. A series of Findings and
Recommendations were made to address these issues including an immediate
notification to the appropriate District Attorney to review the listed cases and notify any
convicted defendants who may have been adversely impacted; a legal review of the
Lab’s reporting methods; enhanced training; more transparency in the Lab’s policies
4

and procedures and the designation of an Ombudsman position to review and quickly
act on information regarding potential laboratory issues and errors.

BACKGROUND
On April 19, 1993 Gregory F. Taylor was convicted in Wake County Criminal Superior
Court of the first degree murder of Jaquetta Thomas and sentenced to life in prison. On
July 23, 2007 (over fourteen years later) the North Carolina Center on Actual Innocence
referred Taylor’s case to the North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission (the
Innocence Commission) for review.3 On September 7, 2007 Taylor’s case was accepted
for formal inquiry and on September 3 and 4, 2009 an evidentiary hearing was held
before the Innocence Inquiry Commission. A focal point of this hearing was the
“confession” to the murder of Ms. Thomas by another individual and the changed
testimony of two witnesses who had implicated Taylor in his original trial. On September
4, 2009 Taylor’s case was recommended for judicial review by the Innocence
Commission. Accordingly, a Three-Judge Panel appointed by the Chief Justice of the
North Carolina Supreme Court heard evidence in this case on February 9,10,11,12 and
15, 2010. In the period between the two hearings the “confession” by individual noted
above was discredited, but new information surfaced regarding certain forensic tests
conducted by the SBI Laboratory. On February 17, 2010, Gregory F. Taylor became the
first convicted defendant exonerated by the North Carolina Innocence Inquiry
Commission.
The basis for the Three-Judge Panel’s ruling of factual innocence was not articulated at
the conclusion of the hearing nor in the final written order. However, considerable
courtroom argument and media attention were devoted to the testimony of SBI Special
Agent (SA) Duane Deaver regarding serology test reports prepared by him in 1993
when he was a Serology Analyst assigned to the SBI laboratory. SA Deaver’s reports
and testimony focused on items of evidence he tested that were introduced in Taylor’s
original trial that revealed “chemical indications for the presence of blood” on parts of
Taylor’s vehicle. Although Deaver did not testify at Taylor’s trial, his report was
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introduced into evidence thru a local police Detective and the contents were the subject
of oral testimony by the Detective. Through the testimony of this Detective evidence
was introduced that blood had been identified on Taylor’s SUV which was found near
the crime scene. After the testimony of the Detective both the Prosecution and Defense
Attorneys referred to the evidence as “blood” for the duration of the trial.
Fourteen years later Tom Ford, the Wake County Assistant District Attorney who
originally prosecuted Taylor was also assigned to represent the State of North Carolina
in the Innocence Inquiry Commission hearing involving Taylor. In August, 2009, while
preparing for the February, 2010 judicial hearing before the Three-Judge Panel, Ford
met with SA Deaver regarding the serology tests he had conducted in 1991 for the
Jaquetta Thomas homicide investigation. SA Deaver, who was assigned to the SBI
Laboratory as a Serology Analyst from 1986 to 19934, advised Ford that in addition to
conducting less sensitive presumptive tests for the presence of blood on items
associated with Taylor’s vehicle, he had also conducted more sensitive confirmatory
tests on those same items. SA Deaver showed Ford his lab notes containing his
handwritten notations that indicated the results of the confirmatory tests for blood were
negative5, a fact that was not mentioned in SA Deaver’s final report. That report simply
stated that there were “chemical indications for the presence of blood” on the items
associated with Taylor’s SUV.
At this point Ford contacted the Executive Director of the Innocence Inquiry Commission
and advised that he had learned that confirmatory serology tests for the presence of
blood on Taylor’s vehicle had been conducted before Taylor’s original trial and that
these tests had yielded negative results. He pointed out that this fact was not mentioned
in any final laboratory report. Ford suggested that the Commission carefully review the
SBI Forensic laboratory notes of SA Deaver and compare them with the corresponding
final lab reports. Even though the presence of blood on Taylor’s vehicle was consistent
with Taylor’s latest contention before the Innocence Commission that he must have
driven through the crime scene after Jaquetta Thomas was murdered, Ford felt that he
was obligated to take the cautionary step of calling the circumstances of the serology
tests to the attention of the Innocence Commission’s Executive Director.
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SA Deaver used the “+” or “-“ symbols in his notes to record the test results. SA
Deaver was not known to use the “incl” result in his notes as he related to the reviewers
that confirmatory tests results were either positive or negative.
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There is no record that these notes were ever provided to Taylor’s original defense
team before, during or after the 1993 trial, nor in subsequent appeals, Motions for
Appropriate Relief or other post-conviction relief petitions. The notes first surfaced when
the Innocence Inquiry Commission was provided SA Deaver’s laboratory notes by the
SBI in preparation for the September, 2009 hearing. The Commission did not attach
significance to the difference between the test results documented in the notes and the
results contained in the final report because of Taylor’s statement that he must have
driven through the crime scene.6 As a result minimal attention or testimony was devoted
to the discrepancy in the hearing. Later, Taylor legal team member, Mike Klinkosum
closely reviewed the differences between the serology test reports and SA Deaver’s lab
notes, and identified the discrepancy as a significant point in their efforts to support
Taylor’s claim of innocence at the upcoming Three-Judge panel hearing.
Taylor’s Attorney, Joe Chesire, argued at the Three-Judge Panel hearing that SBI
Analyst Deaver’s failure to report the negative results of confirmatory tests he
conducted for the presence of blood on Taylor’s vehicle was not only new evidence of
Taylor’s innocence, but the reports themselves were “incorrect, false and misleading”
and possibly even “criminal obstruction of justice”. SA Deaver, who had not served in
the Lab since 1993, testified before the Three-Judge Panel in 2009 that the practice of
not reporting negative confirmatory blood test results which followed positive
presumptive tests in the final lab report was “policy” of the SBI at the time of the 1993
trial, and that the language used in his lab report was standard verbiage prescribed by
the SBI and the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors/ Laboratory
Accreditation Board. (ASCLD/LAB). 7
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ASCLD/LAASCLD/LAB is the largest forensic science accrediting body in the world
and is headquartered in Garner NC. It was originally created as a committee of its
mother organization, the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) in
1981. In 1984, ASCLD/LAB became a separate corporate entity with its own Board of
Directors that is elected by a Delegate Assembly composed of the directors of
accredited laboratories and laboratory systems. Ralph M. Keaton is the current
Executive Director. Keeton was the Deputy Assistant Director of the NC SBI Lab until
1995. The SBI Crime Laboratory initially met the ASCLD/LAB accreditation criteria in
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STANDARD OF REVIEW
An important focus of this review was the question of whether the practices and
procedures of the SBI Laboratory regarding the reporting of serology test results
complied with Federal and State discovery laws and procedures and with Constitutional
law. In 1991 N.C.G.S. §15A-903 (e) stated “Upon motion of the defendant, the court
must order the prosecutor to provide a copy of or to permit the defendant to inspect and
copy or photograph results or reports of physical or mental examinations or of tests,
measurements, or experiments made in connection with the case, or copies thereof,
within the possession, custody or control of the State…” In addition, subsection (d)
required the production to the defendant of documents and tangible objects that were
“material to the preparation of his defense”. The 1992 case of State v Cunningham 108
N.C. App 185, 423 S.E. 2nd 802 (1992) established that laboratory notes were included
under Section 15A-903. Subsequent amendments to this Statute in 2003 established
what is referred to as “open file discovery” in North Carolina criminal proceedings.
Under the 2003 revisions to section N.C.G.S §15A-903 the complete files of all law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies were to be made available upon motion of the
defendant including “investigating officer’s notes, results of tests and examinations or
any other matter or evidence obtained during the investigation….” (N.C.G. S. § 15A-903
(a) (1)).
The well known United States Supreme Court decision in Brady v Maryland, 373 US83
(1963), and subsequent cases established that the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to
the U.S. Constitution imposed an affirmative duty on Prosecutors to disclose evidence
“material to guilt or punishment” to the defendant to ensure a defendant has a fair trial.
This is often referred to as “exculpatory” information or evidence. Whether a piece of
information is “material” to guilt or punishment was later defined as the type of evidence
that if disclosed “would have produced a different verdict.” (Strickler v Greene, 527 U.S.
263,281 (1999)). The burden is on the prosecutor as an officer of the court to provide
Brady material to the defense before trial. Any information in the files or possession of
an investigative agency is deemed to be in the possession of the Prosecutor which
places a heavy burden on both the law enforcement agencies and prosecutors to
produce potentially exculpatory information to an accused defendant.

1988 and is reaccredited every five years with a full review of the laboratory including an
onsite inspection of the forensic disciplines.
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This review focused on identifying any investigations/prosecutions that had the potential
to lead to violations of this standard; that is, cases where the defense was not fairly
notified that confirmatory serology tests had been conducted and that the results of
those tests were negative or inconclusive, a fact that could be favorable to a competent
defense of the accused.

REVIEW RESULTS
In phase one of this review an initial sampling of cases from 1989 to 1991 identified
over 30 instances consistent with the scenario presented in the Taylor prosecution.
Senior NCAGO staff again consulted and the reviewers were instructed to screen and
review all final reports for all serology cases with similar language8. This phase
identified a total of 15,419 lab files9 from January, 1987 through January, 2003
containing one or more serology tests. These files were screened for language in the
final test reports that contained “indications of blood” or “chemical indications for the
presence of blood”, which is indicative that a least one presumptive test for blood was
conducted with positive results. This language is identical or similar to report language
used by the lab in the Jaquetta Thomas homicide investigation. A total of 932 files
(approximately six percent of those screened) were identified that contained this
language.
Each of these files was reviewed in detail in phase two of this review. A total of 230
files, including seven death penalty cases, contained at least one instance where the
lab notes reflected that a positive presumptive test for the presence of blood was
followed by a confirmatory test that yielded results that were “negative”, “inconclusive”
or “no result”, but did not include this information in the final report. This represents
1.49% of the serology files from 1987 to 2003. The only record of these negative or
inconclusive tests is contained in the Analyst’s handwritten lab notes. A total of 40 of
the 230 cases involved investigations in which law enforcement were unable to identify
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suspects or no suspects were charged.10 As a result, 190 of the 230 cases actually
resulted in charges filed. The 230 cases fall into one of four categories.
The first category includes one or more report(s) that did not mention the negative, or in
five cases inconclusive, confirmatory test but did ultimately state that the presence of
blood was not conclusive.11 This language was used almost exclusively by one Analyst.
These reports are identified in this report as questionable because the reader would
never know that a more sensitive and reliable test was conducted without reference to
the lab notes, which were not routinely produced. The reader would be alerted,
however, that the presence of blood was not considered conclusive, a clue that might
alert a more experienced Attorney that a confirmatory test was conducted. There were
85 such instances identified with 23 involving cases where one or more defendants are
still incarcerated, three who are on death row. One defendant was executed. Eight of
the cases involved defendants who were dismissed or found not guilty and in 14 of the
cases no suspects were identified or charged. One individual died in prison. In the
balance of the cases the defendant(s) served their sentences and were
discharged.12One of the dismissals resulted in the commitment of the defendant to
Dorothea Dix Hospital. One defendant was sentenced to life and died in prison.
The second category involve reports that omitted the negative or inconclusive results
and simply stated that there were “chemical indications for blood” or comparable
language. This language, which is similar to the report language in the Taylor case, fails
to properly qualify the test results as unconfirmed and does not inform the reader to the
existence of further test results that were negative or inconclusive. The impression is left
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After noting “indications for the presence of blood” This language states “ insufficient
evidence was observed to allow for the conclusive identification of blood” instead of
stating that further were tests conducted by the Analyst that failed to confirm the
presence of blood. This method was the least serious of the reporting issues identified
and was the subject of considerable discussion as to whether it should be included in
this report. The decision was made to err in favor of including these cases because the
negative test results could only be found in lab notes, a second test is not mentioned,
and the report language is ambiguous.
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Some of the cases involved multiple defendants with a mixture of dispositions, i.e. a
defendant was convicted and released and one is still incarcerated, therefore the
number of cases may be counted more than once. The attached Appendix B shows a
detailed breakdown of the various dispositions and the defendant’s current status.
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that blood is present as transpired in the original Taylor trial. There were 105 of these
cases identified. This number includes 43 cases involving one or more defendants who
are still incarcerated, including one who is on death row. Four defendants died in prison.
There were 9 cases which resulted in dismissals or not guilty verdicts13 on all
defendants and 15 cases in which there were no charges filed. In the remaining cases
the defendants had served their sentences and were released. (See footnote 12).
The third category involves cases in which a report states “indications” or “chemical
indications” of blood were detected and that no further testing took place, despite the
fact that one or more confirmatory tests were indeed conducted on the same items with
negative or inconclusive results. This statement is contradicted by the handwritten lab
notes which clearly show further testing took place. There were 36 cases identified in
this category. Three of these cases involved defendants who are still incarcerated and
one defendant has been executed. There were no suspects identified or charged in 11
cases, four cases resulted in dismissals and two ended in not guilty verdicts. The
balance of cases involves prosecutions in which all defendants were released after
serving their sentences. (See footnote 12)
The fourth and most serious category involves cases in which the reported actual
results of the confirmatory tests were over reported or not reflective of the results
contained in the lab notes. There were five such cases in this category, all handled by
SA Deaver. One of these cases involved a defendant who was executed. In two
instances the words “revealed the presence of blood” were used when in fact the results
of the confirmatory test were reflected in the notes as negative. This language was only
used by Analysts when the presence of blood was confirmed by a positive confirmatory
test. In three other instances the report stated that further tests were “inconclusive” or
“failed to give any result” when the lab notes reflect negative results. It should be noted
that the Analyst, SA Deaver, advised reviewers that he was trained that confirmatory
tests had only two possible results, negative or positive. SA Deaver’s lab files, however,
revealed these two instances in which SA Deaver used the words “inconclusive” in
connection with Takayama14 test results despite his notes reflecting a negative result in
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One was found not guilty by reason of insanity and no information was provided as to
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result is considered confirmation that blood is present, although the test will reflect a
positive result to commercially catalase or peroxidase which can be found in products
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one cases and three tests and three negative results in the other case. In the remaining
four cases, one defendant received probation in 1988 and two defendants completed
their sentences. The fifth involved two defendants. One defendant’s charge was
dismissed and the other served his sentence and was released.
The information was not available in the files we reviewed to state whether the omission
of negative or inconclusive test results in the final lab report in any of the 190 cases was
material to the defense of the accused, violated criminal procedures or failed to meet
any other well established constitutional or statutory standard. Without court transcripts
or investigative files reviewers could not determine whether the tested item was
introduced into evidence or influenced the outcome of the cases in any way. The
question of whether a decision was made to plead guilty, not testify or some other
strategic defense action was taken based on a questionable lab report can only be
answered by the accused or his/her Attorney. These decisions must be made on a case
by case basis after reviewing the investigative files, lab files, court proceedings, and any
other relevant material.15 Such judgments must fall to the relevant prosecuting
attorneys, the affected defendants or accused suspects, or ultimately the court system.
This review did determine, however, that omitting negative or inconclusive confirmatory
test results for the presence of blood in final laboratory reports and especially incorrectly
reporting those results had the potential to lead to violations of the Federal
Constitutional and North Carolina discovery laws by not reporting information that might
have been helpful or material to the defense of the accused. This review also found that
SA Deaver’s testimony before the Innocence Commission Three-Judge Panel with
respect to the SBI and ASCLD/LAB policies was inaccurate because neither the SBI nor
ASCLD/LAB had written policy regarding report language until 1997 and 2004
respectively. In addition ASCLD/LAB has never provided specific language to be used
in a forensic report, however it was, indeed, the sanctioned practice of some NC SBI
Laboratory Analysts at the time to omit the results of certain negative or inconclusive
confirmatory tests in final lab reports under certain circumstances, and this practice later
became written SBI policy in 1997.

such as food wrappers and contact lens cleaning materials, and is used in various
manufacturing processes.
15

The attached Appendix B provides comment as to whether other relevant forensic
tests or matches such as DNA were reflected in the lab notes or reports.
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This review further found that as late as 1996 the SBI training guidance to Laboratory
Analysts was to not provide lab files/notes without a court order. Other policy guidance
permitted lab notes to be made available to the prosecutor upon request. Irrespective of
this obvious conflict, none of the lab files examined during the course of this review
contained documentation or any other evidence that the lab file or notes were provided
contemporaneous with the original trial to either the prosecution or the accused.
There were seven death penalty cases identified out of the 190 files that resulted in
prosecutions which involved 4 defendants currently on death row and 3 who have been
executed. These lab files were reviewed in detail and the results are summarized in
Appendix B. As noted above, one case involved a situation in which the Analyst, SA
Deaver reported that the test results “revealed the presence of blood” despite the fact
that the confirmatory test was noted as negative (“T-“) in his lab notes. This review was
unable to determine why this occurred but the report is clearly wrong. The defendant
confessed to committing the homicide and the NCAGO advised that a review of the trial
transcript revealed that the item was not introduced into evidence, but the misreporting
of the confirmatory test in that fashion is unacceptable and should be reviewed for
appropriate action by the SBI since the Analyst is still employed by the SBI as a Special
Agent. This was one of two such instances (involving the same Analyst) where a
negative confirmatory test was reported as “revealed the presence of blood.”
A detailed listing of the 230 lab files is contained in the spread sheet in Appendix B. This
listing and brief analysis is intended to assist in prioritizing those cases that require a
more in-depth review. Appendix B contains a detailed breakdown of the cases that
shows the case description, case details, disposition, current status of the convicted
defendants, a description of the report language utilized and comments regarding the
reporting language.
It should be noted that this review focused mostly on historical practices and policies
that are no longer in use at the NC SBI Forensic Laboratory. The confirmatory blood
tests that were conducted in the Taylor case are no longer employed by the SBI
Laboratory, having been replaced in 2003 by DNA testing and an updated human
species test. Accordingly, issues relating to these tests occurred no later than the end of
2003. It was also established that as of March 2010 complete SBI laboratory files are
routinely provided via online access to every District Attorney’s Office in the state, thus
enabling the relevant District Attorney to meet his/her obligations under U.S. and North
Carolina law to provide appropriate and timely discovery material to the defense in a
criminal proceeding. Furthermore the reader should take note that a conservative
approach was used to identify the cases identified above. If only one instance of the use
of the questioned reporting language was identified among multiple exhibits, the case
13

was counted among the 230 and reviewed further. Many of these cases involve
circumstances in which dozens of items, and sometimes several loci, on the same item
were tested.
Based on this review a series of recommendations were made to ensure the Taylor
scenario does not recur; to identify and correct any injustices that may have occurred in
the past; and to ensure going forward that all laboratory reporting methods are
compliant with laws and policies. Most importantly, the recommendations are designed
to restore the public’s trust in the SBI Laboratory.

METHODOLOGY
For purposes of this review the SBI Lab was asked to produce all Policy and
Procedures Manuals that documented both current and historical policy guidance for
SBI employees in their official duties, with a particular focus on SBI Forensic Biology
Section procedures and protocols. The reviewers analyzed thousands of pages of such
documentation along with Training Manuals, Evidence Manuals, Administrative Orders,
transcripts of legal proceedings, SBI Laboratory files and other similar records.
As noted above, over 15,000 lab files were screened16 for relevant language in final lab
reports, and approximately 6000 of these lab files were reviewed by hand. This stage of
the review identified lab files that contained at least one serology report which provided
the positive results of a presumptive blood test while omitting the results of an
inconclusive or negative confirmatory test. Those identified files were then reviewed in
detail to determine such things as the type of investigation, the extent of lab work
requested and completed, the disposition of the case, whether the defense team
accessed the lab notes, and the defendant’s incarceration status.
Interviews were conducted of current and former SBI employees and outside contacts
deemed to have relevant information, including Executives representing the American
Society of Crime Laboratory Directors-Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD-LAB),
the Executive Director of the NC Innocence Inquiry Commission, and representatives of
federal and state forensic labs across the US. The review team also examined media
reports, open source information and available literature on Forensic Science
Laboratories. Finally, the review team met separately with representatives of the “North
Carolina Advocates for Justice” and attended the annual NC District Attorney’s
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conference to obtain relevant information and viewpoints regarding SBI forensic
practices. A comprehensive list of documents reviewed can be found in Appendix A of
this report.

SEROLOGY TESTS
Prior to January 2003 a series of chemical reagent and antigen-antibody reaction based
tests were utilized to identify the presence of biological or body fluids on an object.
These tests focused primarily on the identification of unknown blood, semen and saliva
present on potential evidence collected at crime scenes or from victims, suspects or
other persons of interest in a criminal investigation. The presence of blood was
identified using a series of field, presumptive and confirmatory tests to ascertain, first,
whether blood was present, and if so, whether the blood was of human or animal origin.
Additional testing could be conducted to "type the blood if a sufficient amount of sample
was available to perform that test. The final testing conducted would provide an
enzyme marker. Such tests could be used to eliminate or to include suspects, but they
were not sufficiently precise to conclusively link a particular suspect to a particular item
of evidence with the same level of certainty as DNA testing.
The confirmatory and blood typing tests were conducted in a laboratory setting,
whereas the field and presumptive tests could be conducted either in the field at the
crime scene or in the laboratory. One field test, known as the “Luminol” test, enables a
crime scene processor to rapidly screen large areas for the possible presence of blood,
but it is not considered a positive identifier of blood since it also reacts to such things as
copper, zinc, perioxidase and such household products as bleach, soaps and
detergents. Another presumptive test, termed the “Kastle-Meyer” or “Phenolphthalein”
test, is also not considered a confirmation of the presence of blood because it can also
react to peroxidase which is present in certain common plants like tomatoes, turnips,
artichokes and horseradish. SBI training materials also mention that this test could
produce a positive reaction to certain bacteria. The “Takayama” test, a more sensitive
confirmatory test, could accurately detect the presence of blood but could not
differentiate between human or animal blood. According to scientific literature the
Takayama test does not react to any other substance that occurs naturally, but it will
react to materials containing commercially purified catalase or peroxidase. Species
origin tests in use prior to 2003 included the “Ring Precipitin” and “Ouchterlony” tests
which could be used simply to determine whether the sample was human or animal
blood. All of these tests were phased out and replaced by better technology by 2003.
The final testing procedures for blood included ABO and enzyme typing that could be
used to include or exclude a particular individual as a potential contributor. Once a
15

blood profile was established the percentage of the population that possessed the same
blood type characteristics could be calculated statistically. The smaller the percentage
the more precise the test result.
With the introduction of DNA testing into the forensic field beginning in 1985 several of
the commonly used serology tests began to be phased out in forensic laboratories
across the country. By January 2003 the NC SBI Lab had phased out Takayama, Ring
Precipitin, Ouchterlony, ABO typing and enzyme tests altogether. After that date,
questioned blood samples could be subjected to presumptive tests using Luminol
and/or Phenolpthalein at the crime scene; Phenolphthalein and a new species origin
test known as the Rapid Stain Identification (RSID) test at the lab for confirming the
presence of human blood; and then lastly DNA testing. DNA testing, with its ability to
make a mathematically probable match to a specific contributor, became the gold
standard in forensic laboratories across the country.

LABORATORY POLICY AND PROCEDURE REVIEW
The SBI Crime Laboratory was established as a Section within the SBI in 1955, and it
currently exists as a Division within the SBI led by an Assistant Director. The Laboratory
currently consists of seven Sections17 and two Regional Laboratories that offer a partial
suite of forensic services. This Review focused on the Forensic Biology Section18 and
specifically certain Serology testing and reporting policies, practices and procedures
relating to the identification of body fluids from 1987 to 2003. A limited review was
conducted of the DNA Lab’s DNA testing program. The Laboratory is ASCLD/LAB
accredited and has been since 1988. Approximately half of the Lab’s Analysts are
sworn SBI Special Agents. According to the Laboratory Assistant Director, Jerry
Richardson, The SBI has recently begun filling open Analyst positions with appropriately
qualified non sworn employees in all forensic disciplines except Chemical Toxicology
and Latent Fingerprints because of the need for these Analysts to assist in processing
clandestine drug laboratories.
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These Sections include the Drug Chemistry; Documents and Digital Evidence;
Evidence Control and Administrative Services; Firearm and Tool Mark; Latent Evidence;
Molecular Genetics and Trace Evidence Sections. There is also a quality Assurance
office that reports to the Deputy Assistant Director.
18

Previous names include Molecular Genetics Section and Serology Section.
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Identifying all the relevant policies, procedures and practices, particularly those in effect
during the time period from 1986 to 1997, proved challenging due to the absence of any
specific written guidance or standard operating procedures governing the reporting of
test results. However, this was not a situation unique to the NC SBI Laboratory.
Representatives of the FBI Laboratory, other State Laboratories and the American
Society of Crime Lab Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) confirmed
that such was also the case generally with federal and state forensic laboratories
around the country. The focus of written policies and procedures at the time was on
testing protocols, laboratory conditions, qualifications and proficiency of lab personnel
and quality control and lab safety rather than the manner in which the tests results were
reported.
As ASCLD/LAB refined its own accreditation criteria forensic laboratories around the
country followed with more specific policy guidance to their policies and procedures.
According to interviews of ASCLD/LAB executives and review of ASCLAD/LAB
documents written policies regarding methods of reporting laboratory test results did not
begin to appear until about 2004. Thus, while it has become more focused on report
writing in recent years, the ASCLD/LAB standards and accreditation process were of no
assistance to forensic laboratories in setting even minimum reporting standards during
the time period included within this review.
It was determined through interviews, lab file reviews and reviews of training manuals
that no written policy on how to report laboratory results existed in the SBI Laboratory
until 1997. Several different practices were identified, however, through interviews of
senior Analysts, current and former lab personnel and a review of documentation
(including lab notes and reports) from that time period. It is evident from this research
that the subjective judgment of Analysts was a major factor in determining how serology
test results were reported.
The absence of reporting guidelines or policies created obvious confusion on the part of
Analysts. Some Analysts when reporting on the results of the series of serology tests
conducted to detect and confirm the presence of blood sometimes omitted the results of
multiple confirmatory tests when they were negative or inconclusive. Other Analysts
under the exact same circumstances (i.e. a positive presumptive test and a negative
confirmatory test) would add a qualifying sentence stating that “additional tests failed to
confirm the presence of blood”.
Prior to 1997 no standard report language was used, but variations of these two
methods of reporting were noted with no satisfactory explanation appearing in any
policies or procedures to explain why the second sentence was either added or omitted.
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Training and Policy Manuals focused on test procedures and identification of positive
results, but no written policy could be located which suggested omitting the results of
the confirmatory test. An interview with Mark Nelson, Forensic Biology Section Chief
from December 1, 1986 to April 1, 2002, failed to clarify this issue Nelson, advised that
he thought use of the qualifying second sentence described above was a common
practice. He acknowledged that omission of the confirmatory test results was a bad
practice and explained that report writing was discussed at Section meetings, but only in
the context of how to report positive results. He recalled standardizing how positive
results were reported, but acknowledged that no discussion was held regarding how to
report negative or inconclusive confirmatory tests following a positive presumptive test.
His main concern was to ensure test results were never “overstated”. Nelson further
acknowledged that that Section policy in existence between 1997 and 2001 that
provided report language that in essence only reported positive presumptive tests when
followed by an inconclusive confirmatory test was confusing. He stated that he never
intended that Analysts omit qualifying language regarding the results of a subsequent
confirmatory test.
Subsequent written policy issued in 2001 appeared to permit an Analyst to exercise
independent judgment as to whether a confirmatory test was inconclusive because in
his/her opinion there was insufficient material to test, in which case the second
sentence was omitted. For Analysts who were trained that there was no such thing as
an “inconclusive” result this presented a dilemma. Some Analysts appeared to apply
this recommended language to cases even when their notes reflected a negative test
result. For example, in a sampling of lab files assigned to Analyst Deaver from 1988
through 1993 in which a positive presumptive test was followed by a negative
Takayama test, 34 reports failed to mention the negative confirmatory test. In five
instances the report stated that “the quantity of stain was insufficient for further testing”
or “the quantity of stain was insufficient to test further” when in fact a Takayama test
(sometimes multiple tests) was conducted on the item(s) and the corresponding lab
notes reflected a negative result.
Overall there were 36 instances involving 5 different Analysts where it was reported that
no further tests were conducted due to insufficient quantity of sample when in fact one
or more tests were conducted on that same item and results were recorded as negative
in the corresponding lab notes. In three of these instances both Takayama and
Ouchterlony (blood species origin) tests were negative, yet the result was reported as
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positive (that is, “gave chemical indications for the presence of blood”).19 The quantity
of stain was reported as “insufficient for further testing”. This reporting method does not
just omit the results of the subsequent tests: it misstates the facts and leads the reader
to believe that no further tests were done.
It should be noted that identical language was often used in reports in which there truly
were no further tests conducted beyond the presumptive test (i.e. “The quantity of stain
was insufficient to test further”). Thus, even an experienced Attorney accustomed to
reading lab reports could never be sure which tests were actually conducted or what the
test results actually were without access to the Analyst’s laboratory notes.
One current SBI Laboratory Analyst interviewed stated that it was acceptable to make a
subjective judgment that the Takayama test was not positive due to the limited size,
quality, age or strength of the sample tested. Another Analyst regularly used the
shorthand notation “inc” to signify inconclusive instead of “T-“when she judged that the
material was of insufficient quantity or quality to stimulate a positive result (i.e. the
formation of a salmon colored crystal). Others simply used the “T-“ short-hand in their
notes. Some used both notations. Several Analysts interviewed, including SA Deaver,
however, contended that there was no such thing as an “inconclusive” result. To
compound the confusion the relevant training manuals and scientific literature do not
refer to any result other than positive or negative.
There was anecdotal evidence that some Analysts were not objective in their mindset.
Every Analyst interviewed during this review advised that they were trained that a
negative or inconclusive confirmatory result did not mean that blood was not present.
When a new written policy regarding report writing was issued in 2001 it was noted that
“”obtaining a negative result, or no reaction on a Takayama test does not mean blood
isn’t present, only that you failed to confirm the presence of blood”. In Section Chief
Nelson’s words “you can’t make a positive statement from a negative result”. This is a
scientifically correct statement but it does not justify withholding a test result that is not
positive. Two Analysts advised that since they were unable to get a positive result from
the plant material and bacteria mentioned in their training manual a presumptive test
result meant to them “its blood”. In addition the former Laboratory Section Chief, Mark
Nelson, articulated to reviewers that the he considered the primary consumer of the lab
reports to be law enforcement. Similarly, SA Deaver stated that his reports were
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Analyst Bissette accounted for 24 such instances followed by Deaver (5), Milks (2);
Taub (2) and Spittle (2).
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“speaking to the officer.” In contrast the current Section Chief and Analysts currently
assigned to the Lab universally responded that their customer was the criminal justice
system as a whole.
Prior to 1997 general policy guidance addressed the topic of report writing but was
ambiguous and inadequate to provide direction on reporting test results. For example,
the May 25, 1990 edition of the “Quality Assurance (QA) Manual for Serological and
Biological Typing of Biological Materials” states in Section 8.3.1 that:
“All items analyzed must be reported. When writing the report, the analyst must
double-check his notes and the electrophoresis run sheets for accuracy in
transcription. All reports will be prepared in accordance with existing Bureau
policy.”
Note that this language fails to say all tests or all test results must be reported, just all
“items”. Section 3.2.4 states:
“Notes to document all tests performed on each item and those test results will
be recorded in the permanent file of every case submitted for Serological and
Biochemical analysis.”
Here the specific reference to “tests” could give the impression that “items” and “tests”
are different, particularly since multiple tests were often conducted on the same item.
The 1991 manual also states that a Serology Supervisor or his designee was to review
all reports for “scientific soundness and adherence to Bureau and section policy”
(Section 8.3.2). Bureau-wide policy, however, was silent on the issue of reporting
laboratory test results.
The 1991 Section Manual revision required an independent review of DNA tests by a
second Analyst who must agree on the interpretation of the data to be reported (Section
8.1). Section 8.5.2 dictated that “Lab reports will be issued on all cases received by the
DNA Unit and these reports will be prepared in accordance with existing Bureau policy”.
Note the “DNA Unit” portion was dropped in the August 15, 1996 revisions of the
manual so that the provision then read “Lab reports will be issued in all cases.” In 1996
the same language was dropped from Section 8.1 to require an independent Analyst’s
review of “all cases”.
Contrary to SA Deaver’s Three-Judge Panel testimony, ASCLAD/LAB’s accreditation
checklists and policies were silent on this issue until 2005. In the 2005 ASCLD Manual
the relevant guidance provided was that “written reports must be generated for all
analytical work performed by the laboratory”. According to current ASCLAD/LAB
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executive management the process of accreditation matured over the years and as their
requirements became more rigorous member Laboratory policies became more detailed
and specific to require reporting of all lab tests, but the actual reporting language has
never been prescribed by ASCLD/LAB.
The SBI Training Manual in effect during the 1986 to 1997 time period provided some
guidance and relevant information on test limitations and the interpretation of test
results. For example, the Training Manual in effect from 1985 through 1999 stated “The
phenolphthalein test is a presumptive catalyst test for the detection of blood. ….. False
positive reactions can occur. The literature reports that certain plants including
horseradish, tomato, turnip and Jerusalem artichoke possess elevated levels of
peroxidase which may give a positive reaction with phenolphthalein. ….... The literature
also reports that bacteria which possess a high level of catalase activity may also give a
false positive reaction.”
The Training Manual also stated “the Presumptive tests, or catalytic tests for blood
center on the erythrocyte portion of the formed elements…… This technique allows for
a quick visual screening of blood but should not be judged as a confirmation of the
presence of blood. Presumptive tests are designed to be used in conjunction with
confirmatory tests for blood if enough of a sample is available.”
Regarding the confirmatory test for blood, the Training Manual stated “The Takayama
test will confirm the presence of blood and is designed to be used in conjunction with
presumptive testing for blood. …… A positive result is visualized microscopically by the
formation of salmon colored rhomboidal or stellate crystals. The only materials that will
give a positive reaction other than blood are commercially produced preparations of
catalase and peroxidase, items not occurring in nature.” Thus only the formation of the
salmon crystal could be interpreted as a positive result. No reference was found as to
the possibility an “inconclusive” result or a “no result”.
SBI policy issued in 1997 specifically guided serology Analysts to report only the results
of positive presumptive tests for blood even though one or more confirmatory tests were
recorded as inconclusive in their lab notes. As with the practice of reporting lab results
in this manner prior to 1997, this reporting method failed to adequately place the reader
on notice as to the existence of subsequent tests and had the potential to be material to
the preparation of a defense to charges where the presence of blood was a central
issue. This policy was published as Molecular Genetics Section Administrative Order
97-25, which became effective on September 8, 1997. This order stated that when a
presumptive test for the presence of blood or saliva was positive but confirmatory tests
yield “inconclusive results or the material is of limiting quantity to do additional testing.”
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The Laboratory report should read “Examination of _____(Item(s) revealed chemical
indications for the presence of ______” (blood or saliva depending on the test
conducted.) Thus this policy prescribed that only the presumptive positive test is
reported without reference to the results of the confirmatory test (s).
Interviews of Analysts and Supervisors revealed confusion and lack of consistency as to
the possibility of an “inconclusive” result. According to the SBI training Manual, the
Takayama test was considered a positive result when “visualized microscopically by the
formation of salmon colored rhomboidal or stellate crystals. “ No reference is made to
the possibility of an “inconclusive” result or how such a result would appear under a
microscope. Some Analysts stated that there was no such thing as an “inconclusive”
Takayama test since the crystal either formed visually under the microscope or it did
not. Other Analysts stated that on occasion it appeared that the crystal was “trying to
form” and turning color, but since it did not actually form they judged the test
“Inconclusive”, “no result”, or even went further to state that the crystal did not form
because the evidence material was of such small size that the reagents applied were
not able to react.
The promulgation of the 1997 language seemed to have little effect on how individual
Analysts reported serology test results as a sampling of lab files of the post 1997
vintage continued to reveal several variations of how the test results were reported.
The report phraseology “chemical indications for the presence of blood” would not place
a reader on notice that a confirmatory test had been conducted. This policy persisted
through March 19, 2001. It should be noted that during this time period reliance on DNA
testing was increasing and the need for conducting confirmatory blood tests, blood
typing and blood enzyme identification was eventually phased out in January 2003 in
favor of DNA testing.

DNA LIMITED REVIEW
During the course of this review several individual laboratory cases were brought to the
reviewer’s attention by the North Carolina Advocates for Justice (NCAJ) as potential
examples of DNA testing issues. Because of the serious nature of the cases (all
involved homicides or rape allegations, including one death penalty case) laboratory
files, relevant material provided by the NCAJ, SBI DNA test related policy and Quality
Control documents and DNA program audit and Analysts proficiency reports were
reviewed. The cases reviewed included State of North Carolina v Francisco Laboy;
State of North Carolina v George Earl Goode; State of North Carolina v Leslie Lincoln;
State of North Carolina v Terrance Rodricus Elliot and State of North Carolina v Dwayne
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Dail. All five cases involved DNA testing or trace evidence issues and were the subject
considerable media attention, high profile trials and/or appellate reviews.
In the Lincoln case an SBI lab Analyst in a test conducted in July 2003 inadvertently
switched the known DNA sample profiles of defendant, Lincoln, with the victim causing
a report to be issued linking the victim’s body fluid to the defendant. Lincoln was found
not guilty in a jury trial. The Analyst retired shortly after this incident and during a
subsequent inquiry. ASCLD/LAB conducted an inquiry and found that the error was not
a systemic quality control problem but made recommendations to prevent future errors
of this nature which the Lab accepted. Remedial action was taken by the SBI laboratory
to prevent this type of analyst error by requiring more specific labeling of the known
profiles and a retest after a match is made.
In the Labor case the lab’s genetic profile for Laboy, a male, identified him as a female
in a 2004 DNA report. In a separate report a “male fraction” of a partial DNA profile
taken from the victim’s body was reported to match the female victim, an apparently
erroneous result. 20 The scenario that was presented in Laboy was also reviewed
internally and by ASCLD?LAB and has been remediated by incorporating newer
technology that now has DNA reports generated electronically by the DNA testing
instrument and changing the report language to better clarify the results of the test.
While the circumstances in the two cases have been addressed by the SBI Laboratory
by implementing remedial procedural changes, such mistakes undermine the public’s
confidence in the results of SBI Laboratory tests.
The Goode case involved an appeal in which DNA tests were conducted on material
that had been stored carelessly in a court evidence storage room and comingled for 12
years and which also had poorly documented chain of custody. In addition SA Duane
Deaver’s testimony and lab report regarding the results of a presumptive test for blood
was found by a Federal District Court Judge in his ruling on Goode’s Habeas Corpus
motion to have been falsely presented. In this proceeding Goode also raised the
question of whether a Laboratory should refuse to test materials that may have been
subjected to cross contamination or poor storage conditions. The Lab’s actions were
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This reported result is considered by experts consulted by the reviewer to be correct
by DNA reporting standards because it involves a DNA mixture that was retested after
an original test had been conducted and minimal material was left on the test swab. The
standard reporting language under these circumstances has been changed to eliminate
the confusion.
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upheld on appeal however Goode’s sentence was reduced from death to life in prison
based on a finding of ineffective assistance of counsel. Elliot, involved a 2001
rape/murder investigation in which the defendant alleged in a 2007 Motion for
Appropriate Relief that the evidence tested by SBI lab was subject to cross
contamination at the crime scene and in the lab during testing procedures. Elliot’s
appeal was unsuccessful and he remains on death row. In Dail21 an SBI lab report
omitted the results of a trace evidence test that determined that two hairs found at the
crime scene were different from defendant, Dail’s hair. A corrective report was issued
but Dail was still convicted. A DNA test later exonerated Dail after he served a
substantial portion of his sentence.
A limited review of SBI DNA testing proficiency and quality control was conducted. The
review determined that the SBI Laboratory meets all FBI DNA Advisory Board (DAB)
Quality Assurance Standards For Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories. The FBI sets
these standards pursuant to the Federal DNA Identification Act (42 U.S.C. §14132).
These standards require periodic outside audits to maintain certification. The most
recent audits were reviewed along with the last two years worth of Internal Analyst
proficiency reports. All Analysts were determined to be qualified by education,
experience and successfully passing competency tests to conduct DNA tests. It was
determined that while Analysts proficiency reports were conducted at prescribed
intervals the use of “blind” testing is not a practice employed by the SBI Lab. In routine
proficiency tests the Analyst is tested under controlled conditions and is aware that
he/she is being tested. In blind tests the Analyst is unaware he/she is being tested. A
simulated work request is submitted by an outside agency through the normal channels
without the Analyst knowing that the items submitted are “planted” by the cooperating
outside agency. This testing method provides a more realistic measurement of analyst
proficiency. Blind testing is not employed by all laboratories because such a program is
considered to be difficult to manage, but it is considered a best practice.
No issues were identified in these reviews that would call into question the proficiency of
analysts, quality control protocols or the adequacy of the SBI’s DNA testing procedures.
Nevertheless the mistakes made in the above cases are disturbing. When examined in
conjunction with the issues raised in this report involving serology tests there is need to
establish the highest degree of confidence in arguably the most important tests
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Dail was accused of raping a 12 year old girl in her home. Dail was 19 when he
began serving his sentence and spent 18 years in prison until a DNA test revealed
semen found on the victim did not match his DNA profile.
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conducted in the SBI laboratory, i.e. DNA testing. In addition experts acknowledge that
the reporting of DNA mixtures has an element of subjectivity. As this report has
demonstrated, when the subjective element is present in report writing the objective
mindset of the Analyst is critical and policy guidance must be specific and transparent.
It was determined that the SBI Lab’s processes and procedures are in need of public
transparency and a process for prosecutors, the defense bar and the public in general
to identify lab issues and mistakes at the earliest possible moment before a potential
injustice takes place. Several recommendations address these issues.

SUMMARY FINDINGS
1. No formal policy regarding the method of reporting SBI laboratory serology test
results existed prior to September, 1997. Prior to this time the only guidance
provided to Analysts on how to report the results of forensic tests in final lab
reports came through training and, less formally, through supervisory direction
and peer advice. Ultimately it was left to each individual Analyst to apply his or
her own judgment as to how to report, or whether to report, the results of all lab
tests conducted on evidence items submitted for testing to detect and/or confirm
the presence of blood.
a. Some verbal direction was provided by the Forensic Biology Section Chief
which focused on how to report, and not over-state, positive results, while
minimal or no guidance was provided regarding how to report a “negative”
or “inconclusive” confirmatory test following a positive presumptive test.
b. The American Society of Crime Lab Directors/ Laboratory Accrediting
Bureau (ASCLD/LAB), the primary accreditation body for forensic crime
laboratories, provided no specific report writing standards until 2004.
2. A review of all 15,419 serology laboratory files for the time period January, 1987
to January, 2003 revealed 230 instances where negative or inconclusive results
of test conducted to confirm the presence of blood were omitted from a final
Laboratory report. Conversely, during the same time period positive presumptive
and confirmatory test results were always included in final laboratory reports.
The import of such omissions was that anyone using these report results would
not know that subsequent and more sensitive laboratory tests had been
conducted on the same evidence item and that the results of those tests were
negative or inconclusive,
a. During this time period neither prosecutors nor defense counsel routinely
requested the disclosure of lab notes or questioned Lab Analysts
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regarding the test results, even though they could be made available by of
a court discovery order.
b. Little or no documentation from 1987 through 2002 was located that
laboratory files were provided to defense attorneys or prosecutors.
c. The practice of not reporting the results of certain confirmatory tests
created conditions under which negative laboratory serology test results
which may have been material and/or exculpatory to the defense were not
identified to either the prosecution or defense counsel.
3. From September 8, 1997 forward a series of policies regarding “Report Writing
Format” were promulgated within the Molecular Genetics Section (now called the
Forensic Biology Section) of the SBI Laboratory. These policies provided
inconsistent and sometimes confusing guidance on how to report the results of
serology tests conducted on evidence submitted to the Laboratory to test for the
presence of blood. From June 13, 2001 forward the policies permitted Analysts,
in their discretion, to choose to either omit negative or inconclusive results of
subsequent confirmatory tests for the presence of blood from lab reports or to
add qualifying language that mentions the failure of subsequent testing to confirm
the presence of blood. It should be noted that although the term was used, the
definition of, or even a reference to, the existence of an “inconclusive”
confirmatory blood test was not found in any literature, training manuals or
policies.
a. From September 8, 1997 to March 19, 2001 the standardized SBI
laboratory format for reporting results in situations where a positive
presumptive test was followed by an “inconclusive” confirmatory test
stated that the Analyst should only report the results of the positive
presumptive test by stating that the examination “revealed chemical
indications for the presence of blood.” Negative test results were to be
reported as “failed to reveal the presence of blood.”
b. From March 19, 2001 to June 13, 2001 a policy change introduced a
second sentence to the report format which stated that “further testing
failed to confirm the presence of blood” was to be used if the analyst
judged that an inconclusive or “no result” was “possibly because the
material is of limiting quantity”. This qualifying sentence would adequately
place the reader on notice that a confirmatory test was conducted.
Negative tests were to still be reported as “failed to reveal the presence of
blood.”
c. From June 13, 2001 forward the standardized language permitted, but did
not require, the reporting Analyst to incorporate the qualifying language
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“revealed chemical indications for the presence of blood. Further testing
failed to reveal the presence of blood” if he or she judged that the negative
or inconclusive confirmatory test result was “possibly because material is
of limiting quantity”. In the alternative, the Analyst could simply state in
the report that the test “revealed chemical indications for the presence of
blood” if the results of the confirmatory test were “inconclusive.” This
policy caused confusion because an inconclusive result was never
defined, yet it persisted through January, 2003 when the confirmatory test
series was phased out.
d. Failure to report the results of a confirmatory test that was “negative”, “no
result” or “inconclusive” could lead to violations of the Brady and/or North
Carolina Discovery rules if the presence of blood was a central issue in
deciding the guilt or innocence of the defendant and/or material to the
preparation of a defense to charges brought.
4. No evidence was uncovered that SBI Laboratory policies, practices or training
modules addressing report writing methods were ever subjected to legal review
which could have identified circumstances that would produce reports which
were technically and scientifically correct as to the results of the tests actually
reported on, but which were nevertheless incomplete, unclear, and in some
cases not truthful. (See Findings 5 and 6 below)
5. This review identified 36 instances in which the serology lab report stated that
there were “chemical indications for the presence of blood”, but further reported
there was “insufficient material” to conduct additional tests, when in fact one or
more confirmatory tests were conducted and results were recorded as negative
or inconclusive in the lab notes. This language would lead a reader to conclude
that, first, no confirmatory test had been conducted after the positive presumptive
test, and, second, that blood was present when the more sensitive test indicated
that the presence of blood could not be confirmed.
6. This review identified five instances where the final report over stated or
misstated the results of the tests conducted.
7. In January, 2003 presumptive blood tests were still in use as tools for forensic
crime scene processing and initial blood detection, but the series of confirmatory
serology tests that included the Takayama test were replaced by DNA and Rapid
Stain Identification (RSID) testing. As a result the serology reporting issues
identified in this review were not found after 2003.
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8. On January 1, 2008 the SBI began to implement an online electronic data base
that contained all laboratory files, and on September 17, 2008 they began
phasing in access to this data base for the District Attorney’s Offices in the State.
By March 25, 2010 the SBI had successfully implemented online web based
access to laboratory files for every District Attorney’s Office in North Carolina.
This access was demonstrated to the reviewers and confirmation was obtained
from the District Attorneys en masse at the annual District Attorney’s conference
in May, 2010 that the system was working.
9. No evidence was found that laboratory files or reports were concealed or
evidence deliberately suppressed. Anyone with access to the lab notes could
discover the discrepancies and omissions described in this report. Factors that
contributed to the issues identified in this report include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The absence of any written policy guidance prior to 1997;
Unclear and flawed policy guidance after 1997;
Minimal legal training;
Inadequate management oversight of reporting methods;
The absence of any internal legal review of lab reporting procedures,
practices and policies
f. A mindset promoted by the Section Chief that the lab’s customer was law
enforcement and reported results should be tailored primarily for law
enforcement’s consumption.

10. In 2004 ASCLD/LAB International began phasing in a new program named the
“ASCLD/LAB International ISO 17025 Program of Accreditation” that is based
upon stringent standards implemented by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). The foundation of the new accreditation program is ISO
17025 standards supplemented by forensic-specific requirements taken from the
ASCLD/LAB legacy accreditation program. The ASCLD/LAB-International
Accreditation Program established report writing standards which require that the
results of “each test” be reported “accurately, clearly, unambiguously and
objectively” and that appropriate qualifiers, test limitations and clear interpretative
language be included in the report. This new accreditation became mandatory in
April, 2009, however, the NC SBI laboratory is “grandfathered” (i.e. it is their
option to continue using their old guidelines) under the legacy system until their
next regularly scheduled accreditation review which will not occur until 2013.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1. That the SBI, in conjunction with each affected District Attorney’s Office, conduct
a detailed review of the cases identified in this report that contain Forensic
Laboratory reports that met the following criteria: (a) the lab did not report,
misreported the existence and results of confirmatory tests for the presence of
blood that were negative, inconclusive or no result, (b) a defendant was accused
or convicted of a crime, and (c) the defense was not provided the pertinent lab
files. This review should determine whether action should be taken to notify any
defendants potentially subjected to unjust convictions or otherwise adversely
impacted as a result of the nondisclosure of the negative or inconclusive lab
reports.
2. That the SBI ensure current and future laboratory personnel are sufficiently
trained in constitutional and statutory discovery requirements, legal aspects of
forensic science and the role of forensic laboratories as an objective reporter of
facts to all components of the justice system. This effort should specifically
dispel any belief that the SBI laboratory and its personnel serve to support
investigating officers and prosecutors only.
3. That the SBI ensure a legal analysis is conducted of all its formal operating
procedures as well as custom and actual practice relating to reporting of
laboratory test results.
This review should ensure that North Carolina
prosecutors are placed in a position to fully comply with the letter and spirit of
federal and state laws and case law regarding criminal discovery.
4. That the SBI Laboratory obtain the most current ALCSL/LAB International ISO
17025 accreditation at the earliest possible date.
5. That the SBI ensure that the entire contents of all lab files relating to criminal
prosecutions are routinely provided on a timely basis to NC Prosecutors to afford
them an opportunity to review the documents and provide them to Defense
Attorneys in criminal prosecutions in accordance with relevant constitutional and
statutory requirements. The current electronic system is an effective means to
make these files available however a back up manual system combined with
commensurate business continuity policies should be implemented to account for
system malfunctions and other contingencies.
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6. That the SBI consider automating historical laboratory files to facilitate electronic
searches and discovery of laboratory files that currently exist in paper form only.
7. That the SBI post all non privileged SBI Laboratory policies and procedures on a
public website so that the operations of the lab are transparent and accessible to
the public. Such action will stimulate vigorous and healthy cross examinations
and public debate of Lab tests and attendant procedures/policies.
8. That the SBI Laboratory develop, implement and publish a streamlined process
by which prosecutors, defense attorneys, and citizens may bring potential lab
errors or omissions and general feedback regarding the operation and
performance of the SBI Forensic Laboratory to the attention to a designated
Ombudsman. Aside from assisting quality control, the objective of such a
program would be the early identification and correction of errors and the
identification of potentially flawed policies, practices and procedures.
9. That the new SBI Director consider conducting a “spot audit” of the Laboratory
DNA testing program using FBI Qualified DNA Auditor(s) to review and verify the
results of a representative sample of recent DNA tests to reassure the public of
the efficacy of current SBI Laboratory tests and procedures involving DNA tests.
The Director should also consider the use of blind DNA proficiency testing in
conjunction with its Quality Assurance Program.
10. That the SBI conduct an internal review of the circumstances identified in
categories three and four in (see Appendix B) in which the results of confirmatory
tests were overstated, incorrectly reported or tests were conducted with negative
results despite a report stating no further tests were done. The inquiry should
determine if these reports were a result of intentional action or, in the alternative
stemmed from confusion over reporting methods or human error.

CONCLUSION
This report is not an indictment of the SBI Laboratory. This was a review of a subset of
tests conducted by one Lab Section within a defined period of time. It was not a
comprehensive review of all Sections and all tests conducted by the Lab. The catalyst
for the review was the issues raised in the Taylor case and therefore the issues raised
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in the Innocence Commission forum defined the scope of the inquiry. The tests that are
examined in the bulk of this report are no longer in use.
The reviewers were given a free hand by the North Carolina Attorney General and, in
the interest of transparency, were encouraged at every juncture to err in favor of
inclusion of questionable cases and practices, even if the propriety of the practice was
debatable. In the adversarial system of justice reasonable minds can and will differ on
some of the issues and findings raised in this report, however the citizens of North
Carolina have a right to expect accuracy, proficiency, objectivity, full transparency, and
even excellence in the operations of their forensic laboratory. Above all, the laboratory
must be viewed as a resource of the criminal justice system as a whole. It is within this
spirit that the recommendations in this report are made.

APPENDIX A

In connection with this review the following Manuals were examined:
1.
“State Bureau of Investigation Policy and Procedures Manual” effective April 1,
1981. Per Director Haywood R. Starling this manual was “intended for use by all Bureau
employees”;
2.
“State Bureau of Investigation Policy Manual” effective November 1, 1991. Per
Director Charles Dunn this was “procedures manual (s)” which was “in the process of
being updated”. The contents of the old “Policy Manual” “remained in effect until the
procedure manual covering your division is issued in an updated form” ;
3.
“State Bureau of Investigation Crime Laboratory Procedure Manual” effective
April 30, 1993. This manual was “intended to set forth established methods for
conducting Bureau affairs relating to the functions and responsibilities of the SBI Crime
Laboratory Division”. It was intended to be “in addition to” the SBI “Policy Manual” then
in effect. .
4.
“State Bureau of Investigation Crime Laboratory Procedures Manual” effective
June 15, 1998. This manual was “part of the “Bureau’s Policy and Procedure Manual
System”
5.

“NCSBI Crime Laboratory Safety Manual” effective November 1997.
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6.
“State Bureau of Investigation Policy and Procedure Manual”. This manual is also
referred to as part of the “Bureau’s Policy and Procedure Manual System”
7.
“Administrative Orders Manual, Forensic Biology Section” effective August 26,
1996. This manual was intended to be a repository for policies and procedures that are
issued by Section level management between changes to permanent manuals or such
time as they are rescinded.
8.
“NCSBI Quality Assurance Program for the Serological and Biochemical Typing
of Biological Materials” manual effective May 25, 1990. This is the earliest dated Quality
Manual provided for review.
9.
“NCSBI Quality Assurance Program for the DNA typing of Biological Material”
manual effective June 1, 1991. This manual appears to be specific to the DNA Unit of
the NCSBI “Serology Section”.
10.
“NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Quality Assurance Manual” effective August
15, 1996. This manual appears to apply to the entire Section. At this point traditional
serological testing was being phased out and the section was renamed the “Molecular
Genetics Section”.

11.

Subsequent revisions of the “NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Quality
Assurance Manual” dated April 30, 1998; April 6, 1999; October 23, 2000; December 6,
2002; March 1, 2003; August 7th 2003; May 6, 2004; December 23, 2004; December 22,
2005; January 30, 2007; December 7, 2007; December 15, 2008, and

October 12, 2009.
12.

“NCSBI Serology Section Procedures Manual” effective July 31, 1985.

13.
“NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Body Fluid Identification Procedures” dated
October 17, 1996; and revisions dated July 2 1999; December 4, 2002; and August 7,
2003.
14.
NCSBI Forensic Biology Section Body Fluid Technical Procedures” effective
December 10, 2004; and revisions dated July 23, 2008 and November 4, 2009.
15.
“NCSBI Serology Section Training Manual” effective date believed to be 1989 to
July 2, 1999.
16.
The “SBI Evidence Manual” dated 1991. Page XI of this manual provides
guidance to readers on how to interpret Laboratory reports.
17.
Miscellaneous documents relating to a compilation of Laboratory reference
material and document control policy with the forensic Biology Section contained in a
Binder labeled “Miscellaneous Documents, Forensic Biology”.
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18.
“Sourcebook in Forensic Serology, Immunology and Biochemistry” published by
the US department of Justice, National Institute of Justice dated August1983.
19.
ASCLD/LAB Reports for the SBI Laboratory Accreditation Inspections for 1988,
1993, 1998, 2003 and 2009.
20.
ASCLD/LAB Policy Manuals 1985; 1992;1997;2003;2005;2008;ISO 17025; ISO
17025 Supplemental and ISO Combined.
21.
American Society of crime Laboratory Directors Laboratory Accreditation Board
Manuals dated 1988, 2003 and 2005.

Summary of Specific
SBI Policies and Procedures Relevant to
Reporting Laboratory Test Results.

April 1989: 1985 – 1999 Laboratory Training Manual
Phenolphthalein Training: The phenolphthalein test is a presumptive
catalyst test for the detection of blood. ….. False positive reactions can
occur. The literature reports that certain plants including horseradish,
tomato, turnip and Jerusalem artichoke possess elevated levels of
peroxidase which may give a positive reaction with phenolphthalein. …....
The literature also reports that bacteria which possess a high level of
catalase activity may also give a false positive reaction. If a pink color
appears after addition of phenolphthalein but before addition of hydrogen
peroxide, then the presence of an oxidant is indicated. Any reaction that
occurs 5 seconds after the addition of the hydrogen peroxide solution is a
false reaction and should not be recorded.
1999 – 2002: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Training Manual, Body Fluid
Identification
1.1.2 Phenolphthalein Test: The phenolphthalein test is a presumptive
catalytic test for the presence of blood. …… This test is particularly useful
because there are less known false positives than other presumptive
tests. The literature reports that certain plants including horseradish,
tomato, turnip, Jerusalem artichoke ……The literature also reports that
bacteria which possess a high catalase activity may give a false positive
reaction….. Metals and rust do not interfere with this testing. However, it
may be slightly less sensitive than some other catalytic tests.
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1.2 Takayama test (Confirmatory Testing) The Takayama test will confirm
the presence of blood and is designed to be used in conjunction with
presumptive testing for blood. …… A positive result is visualized
microscopically by the formation of salmon colored rhomboidal or stellate
crystals. The only materials that will give a positive reaction other than
blood are commercially produced preparations of catalase and
peroxidase, items not occurring in nature.

June 2001 – 2002: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Supplemental Training Manual,
Blood Identification at Crime Scenes for Crime Search Specialists and Forensics
Molecular Geneticists
Appendix III:
1. Bloodstain Identification:
1.1 Presumptive tests: Presumptive tests or catalytic tests for blood
center on the erythrocyte portion of the formed elements…… This
technique allows for a quick visual screening of blood but should not be
judged as a confirmation of the presence of blood. Presumptive tests are
designed to be used in conjunction with confirmatory tests for blood if
enough of a sample is available.
1.1.1 Luminol: Luminol is a chemiluminescent presumptive test for the
presence of blood. …. Luminol is employed when no visible blood is
detected or other less sensitive presumptive tests have failed. It is also
primarily used for large areas such as cars and houses. The analyst
should be particularly aware that false positives may occur on purified
vegetable peroxidases, some metals, bleach, and chemicals. Therefore,
care should be taken in interpreting the results.
1.1.2 Phenolphthalein test: (same as above)
Appendix IV: Approved Technical Procedures
4. NOTE – Phenolphthalein is only a presumptive test for blood and can
give reactions for substances other than blood.
Luminol:
3. NOTE – Luminol is only a presumptive test and can give a reaction for
things other than blood.
4. Record only the results that give a positive reaction to both the
phenolphthalein test and the luminol test.
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2002 – August 2003: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section, Training Manual, Body Fluid
Identification
Appendix III
1.1.2 Phenolphthalein test: (same as above two manual cites)
1.2 Takayama test (Confirmatory Testing): (same as above two manual
cites)

August 2002 – July 2008: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Training Manual – Body
Fluid Identification, Revision 01
(Same as previous manual cites regarding Phenolphthalein and Takayama)
July 2008 – April 2010: NCSBI Forensic Biology Section Training Manual – Body
Fluid Identification, Revision 03: (same as previous manual cites regarding
Phenolphthalein and Takayama)
May 25, 1990: Quality Assurance (QA) Manual for Serological and Biological Typing of
Biological Materials.
3.2.4 Guidelines for the proper recording of all analytical data.
Notes to document all tests performed on each item and those test results
will be recorded in the permanent file of every case submitted for
Serological and Biochemical analysis.
8.3.1 Report Writing
All items analyzed must be reported. When writing the report, the analyst
must double-check his notes and the electrophoresis run sheets for
accuracy in transcription. All reports will be prepared in accordance with
existing Bureau policy.
8.3.2 Review of reports
Prior to issuance, all reports will be checked for scientific soundness and
adherence to Bureau and Section policy by the Serology Supervisor or his
designee.
June 1, 1991: QA Manual for DNA typing of Biological Material (superseded on October
25, 1993)
2.22 Requirements for individuals performing DNA analysis
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(4) Successful completion of in-house training program which covers
the following:
(4b) Documentation and reporting procedures.
8 Data Analysis and reporting
8.1 Independent analysis of data.
All data and autoradiograph will be reviewed by a second qualified DNA
analyst. The reviewing analyst will initial the case notes. Both DNA
analysts must agree on the interpretation of the data to be reported.
8.5.1 Report Writing
Lab reports will be issued on all cases received by the DNA unit and these
reports will be prepared in accordance with existing Bureau policy. Prior
to issuance of the report, the DNA analyst assigned to the case will have
all data and conclusions independently verified by a second DNA analyst.
September 25, 1991: NCSBI Crime Laboratory Evidence Manual
V.3.0.0 Report Interpretation
If the results of analysis do not speak plainly for themselves, then a
conclusion section may be added to the report. In this section, the analyst
will explain how the results should be interpreted
August 15, 1996: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section QA Manual
3.2.3 Storage of evidence, destruction and disposition of evidence
Any test results and all notes and documentation will be saved in the
appropriate file as dictated by the laboratory and Bureau policy.
8.1 Independent Analysis of Data
All data, test results and reports will undergo a technical review by a
second qualified analyst. The analyst conducting the technical review will
sign the appropriate review sheet. Both analysts must agree on the
interpretation of the data to be reported.
8.5.1 Report Writing
Lab reports will be issued on all cases and will be prepared in accordance
with existing Bureau policy. In addition to findings and conclusions of the
analyst……will be included.
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October 17, 1996:
Procedures

NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Body Fluid Identification

Luminol Test Methods
(3) Standards and Controls: Note: Luminol is only a presumptive test and
can give a reaction for things other than blood.
(4) Procedure: Record only the results that give a positive reaction to both
the phenolphthalein and the luminol test.
Takayama test methods:
3) A known dried blood stain should be used as the positive control. A
piece of cotton cloth should be used as a negative control. These controls
should be run daily and recorded in the laboratory notes.
September 8, 1997: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section, Administrative Order 97 –
ADM – 25, Body Fluid Identification Reporting Guidelines
3. Examination of _____(Item(s)____) revealed chemical indications for
the presence of _____. This phrase will be used when a presumptive test
for blood or saliva yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests yield
inconclusive results or the material is of limiting quantity to do additional
testing.
4. Examination of ____(Item(s)____) revealed the presence of ____)
This phrase will be used when blood or human blood is identified.
July 2, 1999: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Body Fluid Identification Procedures
Phenolphthalein Procedures:
(4) Procedure: A positive reaction is indicated by the development of a
pink color within 5 seconds. Reactions occurring after 5 seconds or
before the addition of the hydrogen peroxide are inconclusive. NOTE –
Phenolphthalein is only a presumptive test for blood and can give
reactions for substances other than blood.
September 7, 1999: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Administrative Orders Manual,
Order 97 – ADM – 25, Laboratory Report Format
3. Examination of _____(Item(s)___) revealed chemical indications for the
presence of ______. This phrase will be used when a presumptive test for
blood or saliva yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests yield
inconclusive results or the material is of limiting quantity to do additional
testing.
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4. Examination of _____(Item(s)____) revealed the presence of_____.
This phrase will be used when blood or human blood is identified.
October 23, 2000: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Technical Procedures QA
Manual
11.1 Guidelines for the proper recording of all analytical data from
casework. The following information will be recorded in the permanent file
of every case submitted for analysis.
3) Notes to document all tests performed on each item and those test
results.
(5) Any documentation or notes relevant to testing procedures.
11.3 Report Writing
Lab reports will be issued on all cases and will be prepared in accordance
with existing Bureau policy using the Laboratory Information Management
System. DNA reports will include:
11.3.5 Results and/or conclusions.
11.3.6 An interpretive statement (either quantitative or qualitative)
October 2000 (Revision #5): FBI DNA Quality Assurance Audit document checklist
maintained with the above-cited 10/23/00 NCSBI QA Manual
11 Reports
11.1 Does the laboratory have and follow written procedures for taking
and maintaining case notes to support the conclusions drawn in laboratory
reports?
11.3 Discussion: The laboratory must generate sufficient documentation
for each technical analysis to support the reported conclusions such that
in the absence of the examiner/analyst who directed the assay, another
qualified individual could evaluate and interpret the resulting data.
12 Reviews
12.1 Does the laboratory conduct administrative and technical reviews of
all case files and reports to ensure conclusions and supporting data are
reasonable and within the constraints of scientific knowledge?
March 19, 2001: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Administrative Orders Manual,
Order 97 – ADM – 25, Laboratory Report Format
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3. Examination of ______(Item(s)_____) revealed chemical indications for
the presence of ______) This phrase will be used when a presumptive
test for saliva or blood yields a positive result. This statement alone will
be used when there is no further testing to be performed on the possible
blood stain.
4. Examination of _______(Item(s)______) revealed chemical indications
for the presence of ______).
Further testing failed to confirm the
presence of blood. This phrase will be used when a presumptive test for
blood yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests yield inconclusive or
no result, possibly because the material is of limiting quantity. NOTE –
Obtaining a negative result, or no reaction on a Takayama test does not
mean that blood isn’t present, only that you failed to confirm the presence
of blood.
June 13, 2001: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Administrative Orders Manual, Order
97 – ADM – 25, Laboratory Report Format
3. Examination of _____(Item(s)_____) revealed chemical indications for
the presence of________. This phrase will be used when a presumptive
for blood yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests yield inconclusive
results or the material is of limiting quantity to do additional testing.
4. Examination of _____(Item(s)_____) revealed chemical indications for
the presence of_______). Further testing failed to confirm the presence
of blood. This phrase will be used when a presumptive test for blood
yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests yield inconclusive or no
result, possibly because the material is of limiting quantity. NOTE –
Obtaining a negative result, or no reaction on a Takayama test does not
mean that blood isn’t present, only that you failed to confirm the presence
of blood.
November 22, 2001: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Body Fluid Technical
procedures
Takayama Test
(4.7) A positive reaction will be indicated by pinkish-red rhomboid-shaped
crystals.
December 3, 2002: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Quality Assurance Manual –
Revision 00, Appendix I – Body Fluid Report Format from 97-ADM-16 and 0`1-ADM-23
1. To standardize report formats, the Body Fluid Section will use the
following uniform phrases in Laboratory reports:
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1.3
When a presumptive test for blood yields a positive result, but
confirmatory tests yield inconclusive results or the material is of limiting
quantity to do additional testing. “Examination of _____(Item(s) ___)
revealed chemical indications for the presence of _____.”
1.4 When a presumptive test for blood yields a positive result, bur
confirmatory tests yield inconclusive or no result, possibly because the
material is of limiting quantity. “Examination of ______(Item (s) ____ )
revealed chemical indications for the presence of ______. Further testing
failed to confirm the presence of blood.” NOTE Obtaining a negative
result or no reaction on a Takayama test does not mean that blood isn’t
present, only that you failed to confirm the presence of blood.
July 23, 2008: (Revision 05) Body Fluid Identification SOP – Technical Procedures
Manual: Body Fluid Identification
2 Blood Analysis
2.1 Kastle Meyer (Phenolphthalein Test): The Kastle Meyer Test is a
presumptive test for blood and can give a reaction for substances other
than blood.
2.1.2 Procedure: Perform the Kastle Meyer Test on any stains that visually
appear to be blood even if blood analysis is not requested.
2.1.4 If blood examination is requested and the item does not appear to
have any stains on it, the entire item must be examined using the Kastle
Meyer Test to eliminate the chance that a small or weak bloodstain may
have been missed unless latent or touch DNA examination has been
requested or ridge detail is noted on this item and swabbing it would
compromise possible prints or DNA. If a weak reaction is seen, an
attempt must be made to localize the area where the positive reaction was
noted.
2.4 Luminol Test: Luminol is a presumptive test for the presence of blood.
A phenolphthalein test should also be run and a positive result should be
obtained from the Phenolphthalein test and the Luminol test before a
sample is noted as a chemical indication for blood.
January 15, 2009: Forensic Biology Section Administrative Order 09-PRO-01 –
Wording change on reports for presumptive test
If a presumptive test for the presence of blood or semen is performed on a
piece of evidence and no body fluid is detected, then the wording of the
report will state the following: “Examination of the _____(Item___) failed to
reveal chemical indications for the presence of semen/blood.”
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February 26, 2010: NCSBI Molecular Genetics Section Administration Orders Manual
97-ADM-25 – Laboratory Report Format
2. Examination of _____(Item(s) ___) failed to reveal chemical indications
for the presence of _____.
This phrase will be used when chemical
(presumptive) tests for blood or semen yield negative results.
3. Examination of ____(Item(s) ___) gave chemical indications for the
presence of blood. This phrase will be used when a presumptive test for
blood yields a positive result and no further body fluid testing is performed.
4. Examination of _____(Item (s) ____) revealed chemical indications for
the presence of blood. Further testing failed to reveal reactions consistent
with the presence of human blood. This phrase will be used when a
presumptive test for blood yields a positive result, but confirmatory tests
yield inconclusive or negative results because the material is of limiting
quantity, or is not of human origin.
5. Examination of ____(Item(s)___) gave reactions consistent with the
presence of human blood. This phrase will be used when human blood is
identified by an ABA card.
6. Examination of _____(Item(s)___) revealed the presence of human
blood. This phrase will be used when human blood is identified by RSID.
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Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary
Category 4: Cases that overstate or incorrectly report test results
Lab
Ref# File #: Offense Date: Analyst: Violation: Notes:

Number

1

2

3

4

1 019883

26 012648

29 014930

30 015999

5 122 005733

6/21/1986 Deaver

8/13/1988 Deaver

9/11/1988 Deaver

9/13/1988 Deaver

3/9/1992 Deaver

Reporting:
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.
Item 2: P+, T‐ Further testing failed to
homicide (attempted 3x) give any result.

B&E

arson
homicide

Item 1: P+,T‐,
RP‐

Item 5: P+,T‐

Finding:
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Suspect(s):

Disposition:

Prison Status:

Comments/other
forensic results:

Agency File #:

Norvell
Sherrard

Convicted
Voluntary
Manslaughter
12/13/90

20 year
sentence
released
7/23/97.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
PD # 642541
21

Pled no contest
to B&E
9/26/88.
Probation

Item 2: Human
blood IDd and ABO
typed group O

Orange Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
88‐10055

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
12/14/88.

12 year
sentence
released
8/26/93.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Roxboro PD (no Person Cty #9‐
#)
A

Keeter:
voluntary
dismissal
7/16/91.
Bright: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
7/16/91.

Bright: 20 year
sentence
released
No other relevant
6/30/97.
serology evidence.

Rutherford Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
SD‐88‐HIC‐017, Rutherford Cty
SBI # 529‐H‐14 # 29‐A

"revealed the
presence of blood" is
confirmatory for
blood, as opposed to
the presumptive test
result of "chemical
indications of blood".
Item ‐‐‐ revealed the
Does not reflect
presence of blood.
negative
However, further testing confirmatory or
of the stain failed to yield species origin test
James
conclusive results.
results.
Lipscomb, Jr
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.
Does not reflect the
Further analysis of the
negative
Michael
stain yielded inconclusive confirmatory test
Hampton
results.
result.
Hammock

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.
However, further testing
Item 29: P+, T‐ yielded inconclusive
homicide QNS
results.

Item # 8: P+, T‐ Item ___ revealed the
homicide QNS
presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Darrill L.
Keeter, Joe
Russell
Bright

*** Confirmed the
presence of blood
despite a negative
confirmatory test
result.

Items 3 (victim's
nightgown) and
Item 16 (knife from
field) revealed blood
consistent with the
victim (Item 1a).
Items 7, 9 and 14
from suspect's
residence revealed
Life sentence ‐ blood consistent
DEATH
with the suspect.
Eden PD #
Convicted 1st PENALTY CASE ‐ NOTE: Suspect
confessed to the
9202495, SBI #
Desmond
degree murder EXECUTED
murder.
551‐H‐21
Keith Carter 3/9/92.
12/10/02

Total 5

1

Prosecutorial
District:

Orange Cty #
15‐B

Rockingham
Cty # 17‐A
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Category 3; Cases that report positive indications for the presence of blood and stated no further testing was conducted when one or more confirmatory tests were
conducted with negative or inconclusive results

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6 010784

B & E, att
7/20/1987 Bissette rape

7 010936

7/29/1987 Bissette assault

9 014013

felony
child
9/4/1987 Bissette abuse

14 018252

15 000129

18 004371

33 013992

12/20/1987 Milks

kidnap
rape

1/2/1988 Bissette assault

2/24/1988 Deaver

kidnap.

9/15/1988 Bissette homicide

An indication of blood was
detected on items ‐‐‐
however, the quantity was
Item 2 & 3: P+, insufficient for further
analysis.
T‐ qns

Item 1: P+, T‐

A chemical indication of
blood was detected on
item ‐‐‐ however, the
quantity was insufficient
for further analysis.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
insufficient for further
testing.

Items 4 & 8:
P+, T inc

Examination and analysis
of items‐‐‐ revealed
chemical indication of
blood but there was
insufficient quantity
present for further
analysis.

Item 1: P+, T‐

Indications of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however the quantity was
Items #4 & #7: insufficient for further
P+, T‐ qns
analysis.
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood. The
quantity of stain was
Item 1:P+, T‐, insufficient for further
RP‐
testing.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however, the quantity was
Item 6: P+, T‐ insufficient for further
qns
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
attempted 2nd
degree rape
11/16/87.

6 year
sentence,
released
12/4/89

James W.
Furr

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to 1 year sentence
James Leon AWDW charges released
No other relevant
Thomas
8/4/87
9/5/88.
serology evidence

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Barbra
McKay

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
results for blood.

32 year
sentence,
Convicted
released
2/29/88 1st
6/4/00.
degree rape
Currently
and 2nd degree serving life for
Jerry Hinton kidnap
2002 murder.

Case dismissed
with prejudice
12/30/88.
NA

No other relevant
serology evidence

Fayetteville
City/Cty # 07‐
3373‐87

Cumberland
Cty #12

Wilmington PD New Hanover
# 87‐34135
Cty #5

Fayetteville
Item 2: Human
City/Cty # 09‐
blood, ABO group O 4313‐87

Cumberland
Cty #12

Hertford Cty
Sheriffs Dep ;
Blood IDd and typed SBI # 462‐RML‐ Hertford Cty
on other items.
87DH042
#6‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

Michael
Dean Korn,
Arnold
Wayne
Hennis Jr,
Billy Dean
Hopper

Korn: convicted
AWDW serious
injury 7/20/88.
Hennis: pled
guilty
AWDWIKISI
7/21/88.
Hopper: pled
guilty
AWDWIKISI
7/21/88.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
results.

Harvey
Linwood
Taylor

Voluntary
Dismissal
12/12/88

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Rocky Mount,
SBI # 225‐M‐12‐
1
Nash Cty #7

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Mary Alice
Judd

Voluntary
Dismissal
11/2/88

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Rockingham PD, Richmond Cty
SBI # 574‐H‐8
# 20‐A

2

Each received a
10 year
sentence.
Korn: released
12/22/93;
Hennis:
released
1/14/92;
Hopper:
Item 2: Suspect's
released
blood IDd. Item 9:
victim's blood IDd.
2/2/94.

Rockingham Cty
Sheriff's dep
Rockingham
#88‐54‐1
Cty #17‐A
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

35 013611

42 008161

44 008110

50 015808

51 015961

54 003325

55 017510

57 021431

65 002157

10/6/1988 Deaver

assault

5/4/1989 Bissette rape

5/14/1989 Bissette homicide

9/10/1989 Bissette assault

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood. The
quantity of stain
Item 2: P+, T‐, insufficient for further
NFA
testing.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
insufficient for further
Item 5c: P+, T‐ analysis.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however this sample was
Item 16: P+, T‐, unsuitable for further
analysis.
Ouch‐ (x3)
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however the quantity was
Item 1: P+, T‐ insufficient for further
qns
analysis.

An indication of blood was
AWDW‐
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
serious
insufficient for further
injury/bur
9/15/1989 Bissette glary
Item 4a: P+, T‐ analysis,
Examination of item‐‐‐
revealed chemical
indication of blood.
However there was
Item 1: P+, T insufficient quantity for
10/7/1989 Milks
assault
inc
further analysis.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
Items 6 and 7: insufficient for further
10/8/1989 Bissette homicide P+, T‐ qns
analysis.

12/9/1989 Deaver

rape

1/29/1990 Bissette B & E

Item 3: P+
(wk), T‐

Item 1: P+, T‐
qns

Examination of item ‐‐‐
gave chemical indications
for the presence of blood
though the quantity was
insufficient to test further.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
insufficient for further
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
results.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence.
*** Item 5d:
Suspect's jeans
revealed blood
consistent with the
victim.

Thomas A.
Kornegay

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
rape 1/10/90

20 year
sentence,
released
11/28/95.

Edward
B.Short III

Pled guilty to
involuntary
manslaughter
1/22/90.

Item 8: (suspect's
5 year sentence shirt) revealed
released
blood consistent
5/3/91.
with the suspect.

UNC PD #
88254061

Orange Cty #
15‐B

Kinston PD # 89‐
8318
Lenoir Cty # 8

Raleigh City/Cty
B of Id
#8910341
Wake Cty # 10

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

20 year
Pled guilty
sentence
John Lamont AWDWWITKISI released
Williams
8/30/90.
7/2/10.
Goins: 10 year
sentence
released
Goins &
6/10/94.
Bruce Lynn Needham:
Needham: 8
Goins,
convicted
year sentence
Gregory E. AWDW
released
Needham
1/25/90.
3/30/93.

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.

Found not
guilty of assault
Thomas Ray charges
Gambino
7/27/89.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Chad
Donnell
Williams

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

2 year
sentence. DOC
Pled to assault time and
on a female
release date
No other relevant
Keith Watts 1/3/90.
NA.
serology evidence.

Gastonia City
PD # 89‐28311

Gaston Cty #
27‐A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Sampson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
90‐292

Sampson Cty #
4

3

Convicted of
involuntary
manslaughter
4/4/90.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Hoke Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
89‐09‐2770

Hoke Cty # 16‐
A

Items 1, 3a and 4b:
revealed the
presence of human
blood. Item 1: gave
reactions for ABO
Troy PD # 89‐09‐ Montgomery
group O.
254
Cty #19‐B

No other relevant
serology evidence.

6 year sentence
released
No other relevant
2/14/94.
serology evidence

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Person Cty # 9‐
Roxboro PD (#?) A
NC State Hwy
Patrol, SBI # 549‐
H‐17, 462‐RML‐ Pasquotank
89DH040
Cty # 1
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17

18

19

20

21

71 007859

81 011937

85 016444

88 017804

92 000851

22 106 016138

23 110 019026

4/10/1990 Bissette homicide

7/15/1990 Bissette homicide

9/23/1990 Bissette pos. rape

10/20/1990 Bissette homicide

1/3/1991 Deaver

Item 3: P+, T‐

Item 6: P+, T‐

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
item ‐‐‐, however the
quantity was insufficient
for further analysis.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
insufficient for further
analysis.

Items ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood though
Item 47: P+, T‐, the quantity of the stain is
insufficient to test further.
homicide Ouch(inc)

8/24/1991 Bissette homicide

9/23/1991 Deaver

An indication for the
presence of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however the sample was
unsuitable for further
Item Q‐6: P+, T‐ analysis.
An indication of blood was
detected on item ‐‐‐
however the quantity was
Item 8: P+ qns, insufficient for further
analysis.
T‐

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
item ‐‐‐ however, the
quantity was insufficient
Item 14: P+, T‐ for further analysis.

Examination of item‐‐‐
gave chemical indications
for the presence of blood
Item 4: P+, T‐ though the quantity of the
(several
stain was insufficient to
homicide attempts) NFA test further.

Does not reflect the
negative
condfirmatory test
result.

William Earl
Newborn,
Allen
Stephan
Marshburn,
Earl Lee
Manley Jr

Newborn pled
guilty to 1st
degree murder
and Marshburn
to accessory
after the fact
6/3/91. Manley
not charged.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Lawrence
Brett

Voluntary
Dismissal
8/6/92

Item 7: blood was
detected.

Wilson PD #
9026643

Wilson Cty # 7

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Claude Lee
Haynes

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Caswell Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
90‐09‐526

Caswell Cty #9‐
A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Ronald
Donnel
Stanley

13 year
Pled gulity to sentence
2nd degree
released
murder 8/9/93. 8/3/96.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Lumberton PD # Robeson Cty #
90‐578
16‐B

DEATH
Convicted 1st SENTENCE.
degree murder EXECUTED
5/8/92.
11/30/01.

*** Item 80 (cooler
from suspect's
vehicle) and Item 88
(swab from trunk of
suspect's vehicle)
revealed blood
consistent with the
victim. NOTE:
Deaver provided
serology testimony Graham Cty
regarding Items 80 Sheriffs Dep #
and 85, not Item 47. 91‐0001
Items 11 and 13
from victim's
residence revealed
blood consistent
with the victim Item
22.

Edgecombe Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
9100842, SBI
Edgecombe
#462‐H‐15
Cty # 7

No other relevant
serology evidence

Caldwell Cty
Shewriffs Dep #
08096M‐91, SBI Caldwell Cty
# 208‐H‐45
#25

Does not reflect the
the negative
confirmatory and
inconclusive species John Hardy
origin test results.
Rose

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Herman
Everett

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Robert
Wesley
Setzer Jr,
Jimmy
Christopher
Shook

Setzer and
Shook found
NOT GUILTY of
2nd degree
murder charged
12/21/92.

4

Newborn: Life
sentence.
Presently in
prison.
Marshburn 3
year sentence
release date
NA.

Item Q‐1
(Marshburn's jacket)
and Item Q‐3
(Mackey's pants)
revealed blood
consistent with
Kinston PD # 90‐
Newborn.
04‐09‐105
Lenoir Cty # 8

Graham Cty 3
30
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24 113 018821

25 128 015194

26 142 010495

27 147 016712

28 148 018623

29 159 021095

30 171 027188

31 179 014932

9/30/1991 Bissette homicide

7/20/1992 Deaver

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
item ‐‐‐ however, quantity
Item 26D: P+, T‐was insufficient for further
qns
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Analysis of stains on item ‐
‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
Does not reflect the
presence of blood, though negative
Item #16: P+, T‐ the quantity was
confirmatory test
homicide NFA
insufficient to test further. result.

Item 1: P+, T‐
qns

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on item ‐‐‐,
however the quantity was
insufficient for further
analysis.

8/11/1993 Bissette homicide

Items 1a and
1b: P+, T‐,
Ouch‐

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
items‐‐‐‐ however, the
quantity was insufficient
for further analysis.

8/22/1993 Bissette murder

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on item ‐
however the quantity was
Item C 31: P+, insufficient for further
T‐ qns
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on item‐‐‐‐‐
, the quantity of stain was
insufficient for further
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

4/16/1993 Bissette murder

11/8/1994 Bissette homicide

10/16/1995 Bissette homicide

death
7/10/1996 Bissette inves.

Item 3: P+, T‐

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
results, and the fact
that they were
conducted.

*** Blood
consistent with the
victim (Item21) was
IDd on suspect's
shirt (Item1b) and
blood from the
High Point PD #
crime scene (Items 9134519, SBI # Guilford Cty #
3a and 5).
385‐H‐14 LA
18

NO RECORD OF
Joseph
SUSPECT(S)
Roper Black CHARGED

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Edward Earl murder
Kent
3/25/93.

Michael
Coston

Pled guilty to a
lesser offense ‐
2nd degree
murder
12/13/93.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

Item 15 revealed
human tissue

Raleigh City/Cty
B of Id #
242792.
Wake Cty # 10

22 year
sentence
released
10/4/01.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Elizabeth City
PD # E CPD 93‐ Pasquotank
01272
Cty # 1

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Items 1 (iron) and
12a (shirt from
victim's body)
revealed human
Graham PD # 92‐ Alamance Cty
blood ABO group O. 8‐3023
# 15‐A

Aaron
Thurman
Ashby Jr

Items C‐13, C‐35a, C‐
35b and C‐36 (items
from vehicle)
revealed victim's
Davidson Cty
blood (Items V‐7
Sheriffs Dep #
and V‐8).
93029168

Davidson Cty
# 22

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Items 4 and 14
(carpetting from
vehicle) revealed
human blood.

Surry Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
9448030

Surry Cty # 17‐
B

Greene Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
95‐004830

Greene Cty # 8

Cumberland Cty
Sheriffs Dep # Cumberland
96‐14887
Cty #12

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
7/12/94.

10 year
sentence
released
12/3/98.

Examination of item ‐‐‐
gave indications of blood
Items 1, 4, 5, 6 but were insufficient for
and 7: P+, T‐ further analysis.

Does not reflect the
negatiive
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Item 3: revealed
human and canine
species origin
results.

Examination of item ‐‐‐
gave chemical indications
for the presence of blood.
The quantity was
insufficient for further
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence

Item 1: P+, T‐
qns

5
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32 195 016569

33 196 025490

34 203 007314

35 205 006729

36 118 006674
Total 36

7/7/1997 Taub

10/24/1997 Taub

2/23/1998 Spittle

3/8/1998 Spittle

murder

police
shooting

Item 2: P+, T‐

Item 7: P+, T‐

Examination and analysis
revealed chemical
indications of blood on
item ‐‐‐. The amounts
were insufficient for
further analysis.
Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
indications for the
presence of blood, the
amount of stain was
insufficient for furhter
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Clark aka Joe
Pitts: pled
Ronald
guilty to
voluntary
Stewart,
manslaughter
Linda
6/25/99. NO
Stewart,
Charles
RECORD OF
CHARGES for
McNeal,
Darcy Odell Ronald Stewart,
Clark, John Linda Stewart,
Connor,
McNeal,
Derrick
Connor or
Alexander
Alexander.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO RECORD OF
Jeffrey Scott SUSPECT(S)
White
CHARGED.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results or the fact
that the tests were
conducted.

Howell: 15 year
9 month
Howell: Pled
sentence.
guilty to 2nd
Presently in
Eric
degree murder prison. Moses:
Christopher 5/17/00.
18 year 9
Moses: Pled
Howell,
month
Bryant
guilty to 2nd
sentence.
Gashet
degree murder Presently in
No other relevant
4/24/00.
Moses
prison.
serology evidence

homicide

Examination of items ‐‐‐
gave chemical indications
for the presence of blood.
These samples were
Items 33,48,49 insufficient in quantity for
and 51: P+, T‐ further analysis.

homicide

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
indications for the
presence of blood. No
Item MB‐1: P+, further analysis was
T‐ (x2)
conducted on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Tony Lee
Herron

An indication of blood was
detected on items‐‐‐‐
however, the quantity was
Items #5 & #6: insufficient for further
P+, T‐ qns
analysis.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result

NO
SUSPECT(S)

1/6/1992 Bissette homicide

Pled guilty to
voluntary
manslaughter
3/22/99.

Clark aka Pitts:
5 year sentence
released
10/25/02.

Item 3 (flooring
from crime scene)
revealed human
blood. NFA

NCA & T State
University
Guilford Cty #
Police # 97‐525 18

No other relevant
serology evidence

SBI # 1997‐
03401

Hickory PD # 98‐ Catawba Cty #
06968
25

No other relevant
serology evidence
6 year 9 month NOTE: Suspect
sentence
confessed and
released
provided the knife Bryson City PD
8/6/03.
used in the murder. # 98‐0051

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 9
and 11 revealed
blood.

Edgecombe
Cty # 7

Swain Cty # 30

Pitt Cty Sheriffs
Dep, SBI # 92‐H‐
67
Pitt Cty # 3‐A

Category 2:: Reports that report positive "indications of blood" but omit mention of one or more negative or inconclusive
confirmatory tests results

1

2 001437

12/29/1986 Taub

assault

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
Item 11: P+, T indications for the
inc qns
presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.

6

Pled guilty to
robbery with a
dangerous
Rex Anthony weapon
Hinton
7/14/87

35 year
sentence
released
6/17/00

No other relevant
serology evidence

Raleigh City/Cty
B of I #8623404 Wake Cty #10
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2

3

3 002408

5 008448

2/9/1987 Taub

6/14/1987 Spittle

4

11 017151

10/12/1987 Milks

5

12 016869

11/5/1987 Milks

6

16 001792

2/5/1988 Milks

7

19 004134

3/19/1988 Deaver

8

22 007051

5/19/1988 Deaver

9

10

25 010265

28 020115

7/14/1988 Deaver

9/8/1988 Deaver

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

B&E

Item 1: P+, T
inc qns

homicide
& child
abuse

Indications for the
Items 4, 6 and presence of blood were
24: P+, T‐
detected on items ‐‐‐.

murder

homicide

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications of
inconclusive
Item 3: P+, T blood were found on item confirmatory test
inc
‐‐‐.
result.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications for inconclusive
Item 1b: P+, T the presence of blood was confirmatory test
inc
detected on item ‐‐‐.
result.

2 year
sentence.
Bonnie A.
Pled guilty to Release date
Cohen
fraud 9/20/89 NA.
Sylvester: Life
sentence.
Sylvester &
Presently in
Anne:
prison. Anne :
Sylvester
convicted 1st Life (died in
Phillips,
degree murder prison
Anne Phillips 2/25/88
10/06/06)
Pled guilty to 2 year
felony death by sentence,
Waylon Dale vehicle.
released
Nunnery
3/22/88.
3/20/89.
Pled guilty to 30 year
2nd degree
sentence,
Robert Lee murder
released
Roberts
9/19/88
4/29/99

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result or the fact that
testing was unable to
Convicted 1st Life sentence.
Item #10: P+, Chemical indications of
T(inc) qns for blood were found on Item confirm the presence John Lavelle degree murder Presently in
further tesing #10.
of blood.
Madric
9/29/88.
prison.
murder
White &
Mobley ‐ Life
sentences
White &
Mobley pled
White died in
guilty to 2nd
prison
Sandra
degree murder 11/20/06.
Haddock
11/17/88.
Mobley
White,
Manning pled released
Does not reflect the James Earl guilty to consp. 8/11/08.
negative
Manning,
to commit
Manning
Item #18: gave chemical confirmatory test
James Alton murder
released
murder
Item #18: P+,T‐ indications for blood.
11/23/88.
result.
Mobley
1/24/07.
Does not reflect
negative
confirmatory test
NO
sexual
Items 1d‐1 and Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
1d‐3: P+,T‐
indications for blood
result.
SUSPECT(S)
abuse
Does not reflect the
negative
Pled guilty to
Item #1: gave chemical
confirmatory or
voluntary
8 year sentence
Item #1: P+,T‐, indications for the
species origin test
manslaughter released
homicide Ouch‐
presence of blood.
results.
Clyde West 2/26/91.
2/25/92

homicide

Item # 4: gave chemical
Item #4: P+, T‐ indications for the
, Ouch‐
presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
results.
7

Vause:
convicted 1st
degree murder
2/13/90.
Arthur
Lewis:
Martin
Vause Jr,
Voluntary
Lori Michelle Dismissal
Lewis
2/14/90.

Vause: life
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Statesville PD
#136‐87

Iredell Cty #22

Items 3, 16,31a, 35
and 36 revealed
human blood and
ABO grouping.

SBI # 549‐H‐9

New Hanover
Cty #5

Item 5: blood IDd.

NC Hwy Patrol,
Sampson Cty # Sampson Cty
602903
#4

Item 1a: human
blood NFA

Kinston PD # 87‐
019436
Lenoir Cty #8

*** Items 15 ‐ 18:
victim's blood in
suspect's home.

Rockingham Cty
Sheriffs Dep # Rockingham
88‐1612‐2
Cty # 17‐A

Item 23a (suspect's
blood) on Items 16
and 26 (carpet and
coat)

Pitt Cty Sheriffs
Dep, SBI # 92‐H‐
51, 462‐RML‐88‐
DH‐014
Pitt Cty # 3‐A

Lee Cty Sheriffs
Dep #88‐03‐081 Lee Cty # 11
item2: Tested
positive for blood.
No further
conclusive results.

Fayetteville
City/Cty B of Id Cumberland
# 07‐3051‐88
Cty # 12

Item 3: Human
blood IDd. NFA

Greensboro PD Guilford Cty
# 88‐163056
#18
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11

36 016193

11/5/1988 Deaver

Item #6: P+, T‐, Item #6: gave chemical
homicide Ouch‐
indications for blood;

12

41 002081

2/5/1989 Deaver

homicide

Items 34 and
35: P+, T‐

13

43 009321

5/4/1989 Bissette homicide

Item 2: P+, T‐
qns

14

15

16

17

18

19

45 014886

46 012845

49 012367

52 015785

53 016923

56 000872

5/31/1989 Bissette homicide

6/3/1989 Milks

7/30/1989 Deaver

homicide

rape

9/19/1989 Bissette homicide

9/20/1989 Milks

10/17/1989 Milks

B&E

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
An indication of blood was confirmatory test
detected on item ‐‐‐.
result.
Items ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

Tony
Lamont
Faison

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
degree murder Presently in
7/27/89
prison.

Burton C.
Weeks

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
9/27/89.

*** Item 7: Shotgun
from suspect's
residence revealed
victim's blood.

Lincoln Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
89‐02‐107, SBI # Lincoln Cty #
561‐H‐8.
27‐B

No other relevant
serology evidence

SBI # 609‐H‐4

Geter: 15 year
sentence
released
6/22/95.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Mary Jones murder
Small
11/6/89.

Life sentence,
released
9/6/06.

Items 4, 7, 10, 12,
Greenville PD #
15, 16, 17 and 26:
blood IDd consistent 89‐2820, SBI #
with victim's.
92‐H‐58
Pitt Cty # 3‐A

Pled guilty to
assault 3/5/90.
Voluntary
dismissal of
Ronald Ricks rape 3/5/90.

15 year
sentence
released
3/10/94.

Items 3S, 3U, 3T, 2T
and 4D revealed
CCBI Raleigh
human blood.
#643553

Does not reflect the
Chemical indications for inconclusive
Item 14: P+, T blood were found on item confirmatory test
inc
‐‐‐.
result for blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
Item 1z: P+,T‐, An indication of blood was species origin test
RP‐
detected on item 1z.
results.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indication for
inconclusive
confirmatory test
Item 3: P+, T the presence of blood
inc
were found on item ‐‐‐.
results for blood.

Item 2: P+, T
inc

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were found on item ‐‐‐.

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.

8

Geter: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
2/26/90.
Johnson:
Voluntary
dismissal
accessory after
the fact 3/7/90.

Madison Cty #
24

Items 2b (suspect's
jeans) and 5 (knife
from suspect's
residence) revealed
human blood ABO
group B. Items 1, 2a,
4, 5 and 6 revealed Hickory PD # 89‐ Catawba Cty #
human blood.
13700
25

Michael
Geter,
Rosalyn
Johnson

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
Item 3p: P+, T‐, indications for the
RP‐ NFA
presence of blood.

Life sentence.
Released
9/1/09.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
negative
Item 3: P+, T‐, An indication of blood was confirmatory test
RP‐
detected on item ‐‐‐
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory and
species origin test
results.

Duplin Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
88‐00991, SBI #
543‐H‐11 401‐
RML‐88‐WK‐029 Duplin Cty # 4

items 1, 3, 4 and 5
had victim's blood.
Item 52 had non‐
victim blood.

Patricia
Wells‐
Jennings

Items 1D (bedsheet)
and 1H (pajama top)
Life sentence ‐ from crime scene:
DEATH
revealed human
Convicted 1st PENALTY CASE blood ABO group O
degree murder Awaiting
consistent with the
11/5/90.
execution.
victim's blood.
SBI # 623‐H‐1

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Item 2: human
blood IDd.

Found not
guilty ‐ 1st
James
degree murder
Clifton Gibbs 6/8/90.

Item 6: revealed
human blood. NFA

Wake Cty #10

Wilson Ctty #7

Swain Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
SCSD‐89‐65M Swain Cty #30
McDowell Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
88‐10‐54 and 88‐
10‐55, SBI # 257‐ McDowell Cty
H‐5
#29‐A
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20

58 021258

12/10/1989 Bissette rape

21

59 021416

12/12/1989 Milks

22

60 021912

23

63 002159

24

25

26

27

28

67 004252

68 003632

69 006706

73 008366

75 008898

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
An indication of blood was confirmatory test
Item 19: P+, T‐ detected on item ‐‐‐.
result.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indication for
inconclusive
Item 5: P+, T blood were found on item confirmatory test
inc
‐‐‐.
result for blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
An indication of blood was confirmatory test
Item 15 and
12/15/1989 Bissette homicide 16: P+, T‐ qns detected on items ‐‐‐.
result
Does not reflect the
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
negative
Item #34
(sock): P+,T‐
indications for the
confirmatory test
presence of blood
result.
1/27/1990 Deaver homicide NFA
Does not reflect the
negative
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
confirmatory or
Item 21A; P+,T‐ indications for the
species origin test
2/21/1990 Deaver murder
, ouch‐ NFA
presence of blood
results.

2/23/1990 Deaver

4/6/1990 Deaver

5/5/1990 Deaver

5/17/1990 Milks

ItemC15:
P+(weak), T‐
homicide QNS NFA

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

Item ‐‐‐ revealed a small
stain which gave chemical
Item A‐3: P+, T‐ indications for the
homicide , QNS
presence of blood.

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
Item 25: P+,T‐, indications for the
presence of blood.
homicide QNS

missing
person

Items 33 and
35: P+, T inc

Chemical indications of
blood were found on
items ‐‐‐.

Pled guilty 1st
degree rape
John Frazier 5/8/90.
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Bertha
murder
Harrell Bell 4/10/91.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.
15 year
sentence
released
4/13/99.

Convicted of
1st degree
Marcus Lois murder
Carter Jr
4/10/92.
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
David Ray
murder
Martin
8/27/90.

*** items 4
(suspect's
sweatshirt), 5
(suspect's jeans)
and 9 (brick from
Life sentence ‐ dumpster) revealed
Presently in
blood consistent
prison.
with the victim.
12 year
Items 31 and 38:
sentence
revealed blood
released
consistent with
1/10/96.
victim.

Item 24 (rifle stock)
revealed blood. NFA
Items 1, 2, 4, 6, 7
and 8: revealed
blood consistent
with the victim.

SBI # 543‐S‐1‐5,
401‐RML‐
89WK035
Pender Cty # 5
Windson PD,
SBI # 493‐H‐28,
462‐RML‐
Bertie Cty # 6‐
89DH047
B

Goldsboro PD #
897337
Moore Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
90‐01‐142, SBI #
210‐H‐21

Wayne CTY #
8

Moore Cty
#19‐D

Ronald S.
Thomas

Convicted of
1st degree
murder
3/12/91.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Items 4, 5, 10, 11, 14
and 23: have blood
consistent with Item Wilmington PD New Hanover
24: victim's blood. # 90‐09837
Cty # 5

Does not reflect
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Mark A.
Edwards,
Valerie
Currie

Edwards: pled
guilty to 1st
degree murder
and Currie pled
not guilty
8/13/90.

Edwards life
sentence.
Presently in
prison. Currie:
Not Guilty.

Item 8 (victim's
blood) was IDd on
Items C‐7, C‐10 and
R‐1

Chapel Hill PD #
90‐4924, SBI #
293‐H‐9,
593RML90DM0 Orange Cty #
10
15‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result .

NO RECORD OF
Pete
SUSPECT(S)
Pendergrass CHARGED

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Gastonia PD #
CR907693

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Brown pled
guilty to 2nd
Jeffrey Dale degree murder
Brown,
5/17/91. Poole
Raymond
pled to 2nd
Edward
degree murder
Poole
10/24/91.

Item 29: revealed
the presence of
human blood.
Items 24 and 26:
revealed the
presence of blood.

Iredell Cty
Sheriffs Dep, SBI Iredell Cty #
#514‐H‐13
22

Items 32 and 36
revealed blood
consistent with
victim. NOTE: Victim
may have died from
self‐inflicted
gunshot wound.

Orange Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
90‐6296, SBI #
293‐H‐10

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.

9

Chris Tilley

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

Brown: 40 year
sentence
released
8/17/01. Poole:
20 year
sentence
released
8/19/97.

Gaston Cty #
27‐A

Orange Cty #
15‐B

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary
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30

79 011264

82 013817

6/30/1990 Deaver

8/2/1990 Milks

Item 4: P+, T‐
homicide QNS

rape

Item 2b: P+,
T(inc) qns ffa

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result for blood.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications of
inconclusive
blood were found on item confirmatory test
‐‐‐.
result for blood.

Chemical indications of
blood were found on
items ‐‐‐.

84 014454

8/14/1990 Milks

homicide

Item 7: P+, T
inc

32

86 016429

9/28/1990 Milks

possible
homicide

Item 1: P+, T
inc

4/27/1991 Deaver

Does not reflect the
negative
Chemical indications of
confirmatory and
Item 32: P+, T‐, blood were found on item‐ species origin test
homicide Ouch‐
‐‐‐.
result.

5/6/1991 Deaver

Does not reflect the
positive species
origin test result of
human blood or if
only reporting the
presumptive result,
Examination of item ‐‐‐
that a negative
Item 6: P+, T‐, gave chemical indications confirmatory test
Ouch+
for the presence of blood. was conducted.

34

95 010918

96 009832

child
abuse

*** Items 5, 6, 16,
28, 40 and 46 (from
suspect) revealed
blood consistent
with the victim.
DNA could not
exclude victim's
blood on suspect's Bryson City PD,
clothes.
SBI # 584‐H‐22 Swain Cty # 30

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result or the fact that
Chemical indications of
testing was unable to
Pled guilty to
blood were found on Item‐ confirm the presence Everette L. assault on a
2 year sentence No other relevant
‐‐‐.
of blood.
McCrimmon female 1/23/91 released 3/6/91 serology evidence

31

33

Ned and
Deweese were
sentenced to
Life. Ned was
Ned and
released
Ned
Deweese pled 8/17/09.
Armachain, guilty to 2nd
Deweese
Deweese
degree murder remains in
Armachain Jr 7/26/91.
prison.

10

Godwin:
convicted of 1st
degree murder
12/20/91.
Berhausen:
pled guilty to
Larry Ray
Godwin,
2nd degree
Michael Ray murder
Bernhausen 1/27/92.

Godwin: Life
sentence
released
3/24/08.
Bernhausen:
Life sentence
released
1/19/06.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

12 year
sentence
released
2/24/95.

Laurinburg PD # Scotland Cty #
90CR07412
16‐A

Blood consistent
with the Victim IDd
on Item 28g
(panties) from trash.
Items 12, 15, 18, 19,
24B, 28F, 28C, 28D‐
1, 28D‐2, 41, and 50
revealed human
Greenville PD #
blood.
90‐4395
Pitt Cty # 3‐A

Item 2: revealed
human blood.

Burlington PD,
SBI # 293‐H‐12

Items 9G
(washcloth) and 30
(suspect's pants)
revealed human
blood. NFA

Rockingham PD
# RH‐91‐04‐81, Richmond Cty
SBI # 574‐H‐26 # 20‐A

Steven
Patrick
Culler

Pled guilty to
voluntary
manslaughter
10/3/91.

Tammy
Bennett
Williams

Item 7 (victim's
Pled guilty to 5 year sentence blood) was IDd on
Item 4 (foam from
released
felony child
abuse 2/13/92. 1/21/94.
victim's crib).

Alamance Cty
#15‐A

Hyde Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐05‐013. SBI #
622‐A‐4‐1
Hyde Cty #2

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

35

99 011029

36 100 001360

37 105 015763

38 107 017912

39 111 018523

40 112 018583

6/18/1991 Deaver

7/15/1991 Deaver

8/21/1991 Milks

9/11/1991 Spittle

9/23/1991 Elwell

9/26/1991 Elwell

Item 15: P+
(weak), T‐,
homicide Ouch‐ NFA

Does not reflect the
negative
Examination of item‐‐‐
confirmatory and
gave chemical indications species origin test
for the presence of blood. result.

Item #1: P+, T‐ Item ___ gave chemical
, Ouch+ QNS indications for the
homicide FA
presence of blood.

homicide

homicide
/rape

rape

kidnap
/assault

Item 11a: P+,
T(inc) limited
sample

Item #24: P+
(weak),T(inc)
NFA

Item 1: P+. T‐
nfa

Does not reflect the
positive species
origin test result of
human blood or if
only reporting the
presumptive result,
that a confirmatory Charles
test was conducted. Oliver Jones

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result or the fact that
Chemical indications of
testing was unable to
blood were found on item‐ confirm the presence
‐‐‐.
of blood.

Item 2 (rt hand Indications for the
clippings): P+, presence of blood was
T‐ (3x)
detected on item ‐‐‐.

Aquino Lee
Williams,
Michael
Thomas
Brown

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Henry
Morgan Jr,
George B.
Truitt,
Christopher
Lindell Foye

Shawn
Sampson

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result or the fact that
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
the test was not able
gave chemical indications to confirm the
NO
for the presence of blood. presence of blood.
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.

11

Mathew
James
Rogers

Williams: pled
guilty to
consiracy to
commit murder
12/17/91.
Brown:
Convicted 1st
degree murder
12/4/91.

*** Item FBK‐1
(suspect's shirt)
Williams: 30
revealed blood
year sentence. consistent with the
Presently in
victim Item PDD‐4.
prison. Brown: Items FBK‐1, FBK‐5
Life sentence. and PDD‐1 revealed
Presently in
the presence of
prison.
human blood.

Columbus Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
1101‐91‐16, SBI Columbus Cty
# 612‐H‐13
#13

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
6/11/92.

15 year
sentence
released
5/30/95.

Items 2b (knife), 3a
(stain recovered
from victim's
residence) and 5a
(suspect's shirt)
revealed the
presence of human Greensboro PD Guilford Cty #
blood.
# 91‐143073
18

NO RECORD for
Morgan and
Truitt. Foye:
pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
12/8/92.

Foye: Life
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** DNA match of
Truitt's blood on
Item 7a (victim's
panties).

Kinston PD # 91‐
15750
Lenoir Cty # 8

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** DNA match of
suspect Sampson's
blood (Item 9a) on
victim's panties
(Item 4) and swabs
from victim (Item
7e).

Durham PD # 91‐ Durham Cty #
129932
14

Charges may have
been fabricated by
victim. Sperm on
other items.

Vance Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐04739, SBI #
360‐S‐1‐17
Vance Cty #9

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder and
rape 8/17/92.

6 year sentence
released
3/12/94.
Pled guilty to Presently in
assault charges prison on other No other relevant
1/13/92.
charges.
serology evidence

Dare Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91A‐ 09182

Dare Cty # 1

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

41 114 020891

42 119 001781

43 120 004573

44 123 006155

45 127 005918

46 129 016394

hit&run
10/13/1991 Bissette death

1/12/1992 Elwell

2/20/1992 Deaver

Pled guilty to
involuntary
Debora Kay manslaughter
Spencer
2/13/92.

Items 2, 9 and 12
from the vehicle
6 year sentence revealed human
NC Hwy Patrol #
released
blood. Items 8 and 3450057, SBI # New Hanover
7/31/95.
10 revealed blood. 401‐H‐6
Cty # 5

Robert
Spencer
Galloway,
Pamela
Diane
Holden

Galloway: pled
guilty to felony
child abuse
11/30/92.
Holden:
convicted of
AWDW charges
9/10/92.

Galloway: 5
year sentence
released
7/18/94.
Holden: 20 year
sentence
released
10/17/99.

Item ___ revealed
Item # D4: P+, chemical indications for
homicide T‐ QNS FA
the presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

David
Wayne
Botsko,
Stephanie
Dianne
Ayers

Botsko: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
4/19/93, Ayers:
Pled guilty to
accessory after
the fact
4/19/93.

Botsko: Life
sentence
released
4/6/09. Ayers:
10 year
sentence
released
7/21/96.

Chemical indications of
Item # 48: P+, blood were detected on
T‐ qns
item ‐‐‐.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Victor J.
Brooks,
Ricky J.
Vaughn

Brooks and
Vaughn: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
9/29/92.

Brooks and
Vaughn: Life
sentences.
Presently in
prison.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Oates: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
12/20/95.
Ruffin: pled
Michael
guilty to 2nd
Oates, Willie degree murder
Ruffen
11/27/95.

assault

3/10/1992 Bissette homicide

6/28/1992 Taub

Does not reflect the
negative
Item 3 & 6: P+, An indication of blood was confirmatory test
T‐
detected on item ‐‐‐
result.

homicide

8/4/1992 Bissette homicide

Item 1: P+, T‐
QNS FFA

Item 4: P+, T‐

Item 3: P+,
Tinc, Item 5:
P+, T‐ qns

Does not reflect
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood result.

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
item ‐‐‐‐.

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on items ‐‐‐
.

Does not reflect the
negative or
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result.
12

James
Thomas
Davis

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED.

Item 2 and 3 from
suspect's bedroom
revealed the
presence of blood.

Item H‐8 (suspect's
jeans) revealed
human blood. Item
D‐3 (from suspect)
revealed blood.
*** Item 49 (coat
from suspect's
vehicle), Item 62
(suspect Brook's
boot), Item 63c
(suspect Vaughn's
jeans) and Item 65
(suspect Brook's
pants) revealed
blood consistent
with the victim
(Item 33).

Oates: 20 year
sentence
released
9/9/02. Ruffin:
Life sentence.
Presently in
No other relevant
prison.
serology evidence

Transylvania Cty
Sheriffs Dep # Transylvania
92010071
Cty 3 29‐B

New Hanover
Cty Sheriffs Dep New Hanover
# 9204042
Cty # 5

Person Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
92365

Person Cty # 9‐
A

Cumberland Cty
Sheriffs Dep # Cumberland
92‐12509
Cty #12

Items 9 and 10:
revealed human
blood ABO group O ‐
consistent with the
victim. Item 2
(blood from the
Durham PD # 92‐
38078, SBI #
Durham Cty #
road) revealed
403‐H‐49
14
human blood.

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

47 130 016397

48 131 020109

49 132 021166

50 133 021880

51 134 022581

8/8/1992 Deaver

9/19/1992 Deaver

10/13/1992 Elwell

10/21/1992 Milks

10/30/1992 Deaver

murder

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
Item 9: P+, T‐, indications for the
Ouch+
presence of blood.

Item 82: P+, T‐ Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
(limited
indications for the
homicide quantity)
presence of blood.

homicide

homicide

Does not reflect the
positive species
origin test result of
human blood or if
only reporting the
presumptive result, Solomon
that a confirmatory Torres
test was conducted. Torres

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
11/16/94.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Hopkins: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder ‐
Hopkins: 15
aiding and
Patricia Ann abetting
year sentence
Hopkins,
11/3/93. Hines: released
Gladys Hines NO RECORD.
5/5/98.

*** DNA match
Items 5c and 5f
(swabs from victim)
revealed DNA that
matched suspect.
Item 3 (shorts), 3a
(bedsheet) and 5a
(dried blood)
revealed blood
consistent with the Sanford PD #
suspect.
75077

Lee Cty # 11

Items 80 and 97:
blood from suspect
Hopkin's residence Washington PD
revealed human
# 92‐2529, SBI # Beufort Cty #
ABO group A blood. 651‐H‐6
2

*** Item 28 (shirt in
victim's residence)
revealed blood
consistent with the
Colbert: Pled
guilty to 2nd
Colbert: Life
suspect Colbert
Does not reflect the
degree murder sentence.
(Item 40a). Items
6/10/92.
inconclusive
11, 12, 13, 36‐1, 36‐3
Released
Connelly: Pled 1/9/09.
and 36‐4 from the
confirmatory test
Examination and analysis result or the fact that Gloria Ann guilty to
Connelly: 3 year crime scene
of Item ‐‐‐gave chemical the test was not able Colbert,
accessory after sentence
revealed blood
Item #37: P+, T indications for the
consistent with
Hickory PD # 92‐ Catawba Cty #
to confirm the
Crystal Darly the fact
released
6/22/93.
3/19/95.
suspect Colbert.
29935
25
inc
presence of blood.
presence of blood.
Connelly

Item # 9c: P+ Chemical indications of
wk, T (inc), SO blood were found on
(inc)
items ‐‐‐.

Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
Item #11: P+, indications for the
homicide T‐, Ouch + QNS presence of blood.

Does not reflect
inconclusive
confirmatory and
species origin test
results.

Freddie Mc
Neill

Does not reflect the
positive species
origin test result of
human blood or if
only reporting the
presumptive result, Joseph
that a confirmatory Michael
test was conducted. Kilby

13

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
10/15/97.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
1/11/93.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

*** Item 9a
(suspect's shirt)
revealed blood
consistent with the Maxton PD # D‐ Robeson Cty #
victim (Item 7a).
129‐92
16‐B

15 year
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** Item 9 (hat from
scene), 10 (blanket
from suspect's apt.)
and 12 (washcloth
from suspect's
vehicle) revealed
Rockingham Cty
blood consistent
Sheriffs Dep # Rockingham
with the victim.
92‐16647‐10
Cty # 17‐A

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

52 135 024498

53 136 002704

54 143 009830

55 146 016441

56 149 024616

57 151 008628

11/28/1992 Elwell

2/1/1993 Elwell

5/8/1993 Elwell

7/23/1993 Elwell

12/18/1993 Elwell

homicide

homicide

homicide

homicide

homicide

2/27/1994 Bissette homicide

Item 10a: P+,
T(inc) small
stain

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result or the fact that
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
the test was not able
gave chemical indications to confirm the
James Allen
for the presence of blood. presence of blood.
Edrington

Found NOT
GUILTY 1st
degree murder
10/7/93.

Item 7: stain from
Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
wall revealed blood PD # 267549
21

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

Item 37: Human
blood IDd on
suspect's jacket.
NFA Item 36: Blood
IDd on suspect's
shoes. NFA
SBI # 651‐H‐9

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

No other relevant
serology evidence

Jacksonville PD Onslow Cty #
# 932657
4

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 59‐A: P+, gave chemical indications confirmatory test
T inc (4x)
for the presence of blood. result.

Demery: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
Larry Martin 3/6/08. Green:
Demery,
convicted 1st
Daniel Andre degree murder
Green
3/12/96.

Demery: Life
sentence.
Presently in
prison. Grenn:
Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

No other relevant
serology evidence

SBI # 491‐H‐16

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 3: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc (x2)
for the presence of blood. result.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications for negative
the presence of blood
confirmatory test
Item 11: P+, T‐ were detected on item ‐‐‐. result.

Jones:
Convicted 1st
degree murder
10/5/95.
Spruill: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
10/5/95.
Furlough: NO
RECORD OF
Wallace
CHARGES.
Brandon
Maybin: Pled
Jones, Leroy guilty to
Spruill,
accessory after
Curtis
the fact ‐
Furlough,
murder
Dana
10/5/95.
Maybin,
Honea: NO
RECORD OF
Sherry
CHARGES
Honea
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Michael
murder
Collins
7/20/95.

Jones: Life
sentence.
Presently in
prison. Spruill:
Life sentence.
Presently in
prison. Maybin:
9 year sentence
released
4/29/97.
15 year
sentence
released
2/18/00.

*** Item 9 (tire iron
from victim's
residence) revealed
human blood ABO
group O consistent
with blood from
suspect Spruill.
Item 15 (pillow from
crime scene)
revealed human
blood.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 38: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.
Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 13: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.

14

Antonio
Smith
Claygon

Tagi Kelly

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
10/5/93.
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
12/12/94.

Washington
Cty # 2

Robeson Cty #
16‐B

Washington Cty
Sheriffs Dep, SBI Washington
# 668‐H‐5
Cty # 2

Wilmington PD New Hanover
3 94‐11560
Cty # 5
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58 154 012333

59 158 024807

60 161 004451

61 164 015060

62 165 013299

63 168 224362

64 173 009013

65 174 027126

6/12/1994 Elwell

homicide

10/3/1994 Bissette homicide

2/17/1995 Elwell

6/4/1995 Elwell

murder

murder

6/18/1995 Bissette homicide

8/1/1995 Elwell

11/6/1995 Elwell

Items 45 and
61: P+, T‐

Does not reflect the
Examination of Items ‐‐‐ negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
Item 19: P+, T were detected on item‐‐‐‐‐
inc
.

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 15: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.

Item 1: P+, T‐

Item 6: P+, T‐

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. results.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications for negative
the presence of blood
confirmatory test
were detected on item ‐‐‐. result.

Pled guilty to Life sentence.
2nd degree
Presently in
murder 7/2/97. prison
Candido: 25 ‐
39 month
sentence
released
6/5/97.
Candido &
Hernandez: 25 ‐
Hernandez:
Jose
pled guilty to 39 month
voluntary
sentence
Nemesio
Candido,
manslaughter released
Isideo Nieto 5/15/95. Yanez: 11/1/96. Yanez:
Yanez,
pled guilty to 120 ‐ 153
Ernesto
2nd degree
months
Gonzalez
murder
released
Hernandez 5/15/95.
9/22/06.
Eric Quinn
Green

Terrance
Jermaine
Patrick

1 year 6 month
sentence
released
No other relevant
12/18/96
serology evidence

Moore Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
95‐839

Moore Cty #
19‐D

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence

att.
murder

Lee
McPhatter

homicide

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 36: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.

Wallace
Brooks

Timothy
Kinnard
Williams

21 year 2
month
Convicted 2nd sentence.
degree murder Presently in
9/16/97.
prison.

12/16/1995 Bissette homicide

15

Greene Cty # 8

Columbus Cty
# 13

17 year 1
month
Pled guilty to sentence. Died
2nd degree
in prison
murder 5/9/97. 1/9/06.
16 year 6
month
Pled guilty to sentence.
2nd degree
Presently in
murder 5/5/99. prison.

Item 7: P+, T‐
qns

Items 13 (victim's
shoes), 25 (suspect
Candido's jeans),
27b (suspect Yanez's
jeans) and 28
revealed the
presence of human
blood. NFA
SBI # 149‐H‐80
Columbus Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
2242‐95‐008

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
Item 5: P+, no gave chemical indications confirmatory test
T, SO‐
for the presence of blood. result.

Does not relect the
Chemical indications for negative
the presence of blood
confirmatory test
were detected on item ‐‐‐. result.

Northampton
Cty # 6‐B

No other relevant
serology evidence

NO PROBABLE
CAUSE 4/5/95

Pled guilty to
involuntary
John Wayne manslaughter
Lea Jr
10/31/95.

Items 39 and 41
(from victim's
residence) and Item
40 (from suspect's
residence) revealed
blood.
No file #

*** DNA match Item
13 (suspect's pants)
revealed blood that
matched the
victim's DNA.
Items 1‐10, 19 and
30‐39 (from crime
scene) revealed
blood consistent
with the 2 victims.
Item 5a (sample
from crime scene)
revealed blood
consistent with the
victim. NOTE:
Suspect confessed
to the crime.

Raleigh City/Cty
B of Id # 026915 Wake Cty # 10

Fayetteville PD Cumberland
# 95‐85892
Cty # 12

Fayetteville City
B of Id # 95‐
Cumberland
53723
Cty #12

Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
PD # 581392
21
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66 175 002405

67 177 020084

68 183 025445

69 185 026713

71 188 000887

1/16/1996 Bissette homicide

3/24/1996 Elwell

homicide

11/14/1996 Bissette murder

12/11/1996 Spittle

1/1/1997 Elwell

death by
vehicle

homicide

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
Items 12h and were detected on items ‐‐‐
12i: P+, T‐
.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 35: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.
Does not reflect the
Chemical indications for negative
the presence of blood
confirmatory test
Item 1b: P+, T‐ were detected on item ‐‐‐. result.

Indications for the
Item 11: P+, T‐ presence of blood were
(2x)
detected on item ‐‐‐.

Item 5: P+, T‐
(3x)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.
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Items 12a and 12j
(blood samples from
crime scene)
revealed blood
consistent with the
suspect. Item 15a
(victim's shirt)
revealed human
Asheboro PD # Randolph Cty
blood. NFA
96AS00845
# 19‐B

Found NOT
GUILTY 1st
Russell Dean degree murder
Fowler
2/14/97.

Jermaine
Jones

Item 43 (jeans from
suspect's car)
revealed ABO‐B
blood. Both victim
and suspect have
ABO‐B blood. Item
42 (sweatshirt from Wilson PD #
suspect's car)
9620471 ‐
revealed blood. NFA 960554

Voluntary
dismissal
9/30/99.
Suspect
presently
serving life on
another
murder.

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
degree murder Presently in
Curtis Wilds 11/10/97.
prison

Keith
Douglas
Moran

Victoria
Ross, Ryan
Martin
Adkins,
Delroy
Anderson

Dismissed
without leave
1/15/97.

Ross: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
6/10/99.
Adkins: Pled
guilty 1st
degree murder
6/10/99.
Anderson: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
9/28/98.

No other relevant
serology evidence
*** DNA match
Items 7, 8 and 12
(from vehicle)
matched the
suspect's DNA.

Ross: 15 year 9
month
sentence
released
7/25/09.
Adkins: Life
sentence.
Released
7/16/99 (court
order).
Anderson: 13
year 3 month
sentence
released
No other relevant
8/29/09.
serology evidence

Davidson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
96035925

Wilson Cty # 7

Davidson Cty
# 22

NC State Hwy
Patrol #
7328369‐8, SBI Randolph Cty
# 1996‐03884 # 19‐B

Lenior Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
97000153

Lenoir Cty #8

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

71 189 008026

72 193 013523

73 194 013356

74 197 026073

75 199 003930

76 200 002965

1/16/1997 Elwell

5/26/1997 Elwell

6/4/1997 Elwell

10/25/1997 Spittle

12/20/1997 Spittle

1/11/1998 Spittle

murder

homicide

drugs

homicide

homicide

murder

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
Item 59: P+, T‐ for the presence of blood. result.

Item 8: P+, T
inc, Item 35:
P+, T‐

Item 6: P+, T‐

Examination of Items 8
and 35 gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
chemical indications for
the presence of blood.

Indications for the
Items 2, 3 and presence of blood were
4: P+, T‐
detected on items ‐‐‐.
Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
Item 8: P+, T‐ indications for the
(x2)
presence of blood.

Item 3: P+, T‐
QNS for STR

Does not reflect the
negative or
inconclusive
confirmatory test
results.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.
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Gregory
Ervin Olds

Convicted
voluntary
manslaughter
11/21/97.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Donyall
murder
Milek Smith 2/22/99.

*** DNA match Item
23 (from suspect's
vehicle) and item 84
(carpet) revealed
blood that matched
the victim (Item
135). Item 49 (t‐
3 year 3 month shirt in trash can)
revealed blood that
sentence
matched the
Kinston PD #
released
suspect (Item 134a) 9702379
5/2/99.

24 year 9
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 10 (belt from
crime scene)
revealed blood that
matched the
victim's DNA. Item
34 (suspect's jeans) Sampson Cty
revealed the
Sheriffs Dep #
suspect's blood.
97‐1987.

Lenoir Cty #8

Sampson Cty #
4.

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
Lenard
degree murder Presently in
Wayne Hair 2/15/03.
prison.

*** DNA match Item
27c (swab from
victim) matched
DNA of suspect.
Item 16 (hammer)
revealed DNA from Lumberton PD #
both victim and
97‐16371, SBI # Robeson Cty #
suspect.
1997‐01708
16‐B

Marvin
Griffin,
Kenneth
Eugene
Kenion

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED.

Item 6 (shirt from
storage facility)
revealed human
blood. Item 7
(underpants from
the storage facility) SBI # 1997‐
revealed blood.
03421

Luther Lee
Todd

Dismissed by
the court
8/24/05.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Baldwin: Pled
guilty to assault
12/16/98.
Jones: Pled
guilty to consp
Kevin
to commit
Dwayne
voluntary
Baldwin,
manslaughter
Kenneth
Duran Jones 11/19/98.

Baldwin: 23 to
28 month
sentence
released
6/10/00. Jones:
31 to 47 month
sentence
released
5/31/01.

Jones Cty # 4

Harnett Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
9713638

Harnett Cty #
11

Item 12 (suspect
Balwin's pants) and
Items 14 and 15
(from victim's
Columbus Cty
vehicle) revealed
Sheriffs Dep #
blood.
4336‐98‐003

Columbus Cty
# 13

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

77 201 001519

78 202 004937

79 204 003748

80 206 007930

81 207 008996

1/15/1998 Elwell

2/9/1998 Elwell

2/25/1998 Elwell

3/26/1998 Spittle

3/30/1998 Elwell

homicide

Does not reflect the
Items 44 & 48: Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
P+ (weak), T‐ gave chemical indications confirmatory test
(x2)
for the presence of blood. result for 2 items.

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

homicide

Analysis of items ‐‐‐ gave
Items 3,4,19
chemical indications for
and 25: P+, T‐ the presence of blood.

Item 9: P+, T
inc

Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
chemical indications for
the presence of blood.

homicide

Examination of items ‐‐‐
gave positive chemical
Items 5, 6 and indications for the
7: P+, T‐
presence of blood.

homicide

Item 9: P+, T‐
(x2) very
dirty/sandy

Does not reflect the
inconclusive
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.
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Wilson:
convicted 2nd
degree murder
1/15/99. Fulp:
William
Wilson
Pled to
accessory after
Horner,
David Glenn the fact
4/13/99.
Fulp

Wilson: 22 year
9 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison. Fulp: 1
year 11 month
sentence
released
11/14/99.

24 year 6
month
sentence
released
4/14/09.
Clark: 16 year 6
Clark: Pled
month
guilty to 2nd
sentence.
degree murder Presently in
8/20/99
prison.
Williams: Pled Stevenson: 16
guilty to
year 9 month
accessory after sentence.
the fact
Presently in
11/4/99
prison.
Jonathan
Stevenson:
Williams: 10
Bernard
Clark,Tyrone Pled guilty to month
L. Williams, 2nd degree
sentence
released
Bobby Lee murder
7/11/00.
Stevenson, 11/4/99.
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Derrick Mike murder
Allen
8/26/99.

Mitchell
Jackson
Robinson

Thomas W.
Bowers Jr

Pled guilty to
1st degree
murder
12/12/01.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.
23 year 9
month
Pled guilty to sentence.
2nd degree
Presently in
murder 9/8/98. prison.

*** DNA match Item
44 (gearshift of
suspect's car)
revealed blood that Orange Cty
matched the DNA of Sheriffs Dep #
the victim (Item 14). 98‐1025/98‐5

Orange Cty
#15‐B

Item 1 (paper towel)
and 13 (bath towel)
revealed the
Durham PD IR# Durham Cty #
presence of blood. 98‐10626
14

Item 5 (napkin from
the victim's office)
revealed the
Greenville PD #
presence of blood. 97‐0786.
Pitt Cty # 3‐A

*** DNA match
Items 1, 2, 6, 9, 10,
12, 21 and 22 (from
crime scene) and
Item 53 (suspect's
jeans) revealed
blood that matched
victim's DNA. Item
8 (paper towel from
kitchen) revealed
Clinton PD # 98‐
blood that matched 683, SBI # 1998‐ Sampson Cty #
suspect's DNA.
00958
4.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Pitt Cty Sheriffs
Dep # 98‐03051 Pitt Cty # 3‐A

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

82 208 009480

83 209 012339

84 210 017056

85 211 017154

86 212 018507

4/11/1998 Elwell

5/2/1998 Spittle

6/30/1998 Elwell

7/10/1998 Spittle

7/13/1998 Elwell

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Melton: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
8/23/99.
Fulghum: Pled
Paul George guilty to
Melton,
accessory after
Christopher the fact ‐
Allen
murder
Fulghum
8/23/99.

homicide

Does not reflect the
Examination of items ‐‐‐ negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
Items 2a, 2b
and 2d: P+, T‐ for the presence of blood. results.

Jessie Allan
Johnson,
Larry
Graham

Johnson: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
8/2/00.
Graham: NO
RECORD OF
CHARGES.

rape

Item 5a: P+
very weak, T‐
NFA

James L.
Bryant

7 year 9 month
Pled guilty to sentence
Item 5b (suspect's
att. 2nd degree released
shirt) revealed the
rape 12/9/99. 6/17/05.
presence of blood.

homicide

Item 1: P+
weak, T‐ (2x)

homicide

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 19: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.

homicide

87 213 020766

7/24/1998 Elwell

homicide

88 214 018223

8/1/1998 Elwell

vehicular
homicide

89 215 027231

11/22/1998 Elwell

Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
Item 12: P+, T‐ chemical indications for
(x2)
the presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.
Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
chemical indications for
the presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
Item 18d (hat): gave chemical indications confirmatory test
P+, T‐
for the presence of blood. result.
Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
Item 12: P+, T‐ for the presence of blood. result.

Analyses of items‐‐‐ gave
manslaugh Items 7, 8 and chemical indications for
ter
9: P+, T‐
the presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.
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Melton: 16 year
6 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.
Fulghum: 5 year
11 month
sentence
released
7/19/02.

Item 12: (rifle from
suspect's girlfreind's Lenoir Cty
residence) revealed Sheriffs Dep #
human blood.
98015206

Johnson: 28
year 3 month
sentence. Died
in prison
3/26/01.

*** DNA on Item 1
(victim's panties) is
NOT consistent with
DNA from 2
Lumberton PD # Robeson Cty #
suspects.
98‐13141
16‐B

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence
*** DNA match Item
Johnston and 46 (suspect's jeans)
William
Harold
Johnston and McGee:19 year and Item 47
(suspect's t‐shirt)
8 month
Johnston Jr, McGee: Pled
guilty to 2nd
Benjamin
sentences. Both revealed blood that
degree murder presently in
matched the
Folsom
6/25/99.
victim's DNA.
prison.
McGee

Pled guilty to
1st degree
Reddick Lee murder
Atkinson
1/24/00.
Pled guilty to
misd. death by
Timothy Guy vehicle
Long
2/21/00.

Joseph
Ellsworth
Ball

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
9/10/99.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.
45 day
sentence.
Release date
NA.
15 year 11
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Lenoir Cty # 8

Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
PD # 837836
21
Randolph Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
980013006

Randolph Cty
# 19‐B

Cabarrus Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
98005335

Cabarrus Cty #
19‐A

*** DNA match
Items 15, 20 (from
victim's car), 27c
(swabs from victim)
and Item 8 (knife
from crime scene)
revealed blood that Wilson PD #
matched the DNA of 98056491‐
the suspect.
981421

Wilson Cty # 7

No other relevant
serology evidence

Columbus Cty
# 13

SBI # 1998‐
02428

Item 10 (swab from
vehicle) revealed
the presence of
NC State Hwy
blood.
Patrol # NA

Durham Cty #
14

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

90 216 024103

91 217 001314

92 218 003337

93 219 004315

12/19/1998 Elwell

1/18/1999 Elwell

2/2/1999 Elwell

2/11/1999 Elwell

94 220 007250

3/21/1999 Barker

95 221 920864

6/24/1999 Barker

96 222 012205

10/3/1999 Barker

murder

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
Item 14: P+, T‐ for the presence of blood. result.

murder

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
Item 23: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.

att.
murder

homicide

Item 6: P+, T‐

Does not reflect the
Examination of Item ‐‐‐
negative
gave chemical indications confirmatory test
for the presence of blood. result.

Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
chemical indications for
Item 21: P+, T‐ the presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 63: P+, T gave chemical indications confirmatory test
homicide inc
for the presence of blood. result.
Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
death
Item 1: P+, T gave chemical indication confirmatory test
inc
for the presence of blood. result.
invest.

murder

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
Item 8: P+, no indication for the
T, SO‐ (x2)
presence of blood.

1st degree
murder
Voluntary
Donald
dismissal
Baxter Wells 2/22/02.

Antonio S.
Speranza

David
Hughes,
Melvin
Hughes.

David Hughes:
Voluntary
dismissal
8/8/00. Melvin
Hughes: Pled
guilty to
AWDW 8/8/00.

Sharrock:
convicted 2nd
degree murder
William Ray 10/14/99.
Thigpen: Pled
Sharrock,
guilty to 2nd
David Y‐
Barnes
degree murder
9/30/99.
Thigpen

Alfred
Wayne
Foster,
Corey
Mullinax

Foster: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
8/13/01.
Mullinax: NO
RECORD OF
CHARGES.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
3/26/01.

Gastonia PD #
97‐34122

Gaston Cty #
27‐A

No other relevant
serology evidence

Spring Lake PD Cumberland
# 99‐36373
Cty #12

*** DNA match
Items 1 (swab from
suspect Melvin
Hughes), Item 7
(swabs from suspect
David Hughes), Item
11 (jeans from
suspect Melvin
Hughes) and Item
Melvin Hughes: 12 (jeans from David
4 year 3 month Hughes) revealed
sentence
blood that matched
the DNA of the
released
3/20/02.
victim (item 13).
*** DNA match
Sharrock: 16
Items 13 (suspect
year 6 month Thigpen's boot), 15
sentence.
(suspect Sharrock's
Presently in
shirt) and 16
prison.
(suspect's
Thigpen: 15
Sharrock's shoe)
year 2 month revealed blood that
sentence.
matched the
Presently in
victim's DNA (Items
prison.
24 and 25).

Surry Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
9902008

Surry Cty # 17‐
B

Wilson PD #
99011679‐
990344

Wilson Cty # 7

Foster: 15 year
2 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison. NOTE:
suspect Foster's
prints on
victim's vehicle.

Items 1A, 2 and 79
(from crime scene)
and item 64 (from
victim's vehicle)
revealed human
blood.

Gaston Cty PD # Gaston Cty #
99‐225330
27‐A

No other relevant
serology evidence

Fayetteville PD Cumberland
# 99‐78868
Cty #12

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory/species Adrian M.
origin test result.
Jones
20

185 to 231
month
Pled guilty to sentence.
2nd degree
Presently in
murder 1/5/00. prison.

No other relevant
serology evidence

17 year 8
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 24 (swabs from
seat of suspect's
car) revealed the
Buncombe Cty
presence of human Sheriffs Dep #
blood.
99‐43389.

Buncombe Cty
# 28

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

97 223 006872

98 224 030016

99 225 007769

100 226 008320

101 227 001473

102 228 110408

103 229 024601

12/12/1999 Barker

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
inconclusive
Item 21: P+, T gave chemical indication confirmatory test
homicide inc
for the presence of blood. result.

homicide

Analysis of item ‐‐‐ gave
Item 52 (1): P+, chemical indications for
T‐
the presence of blood.

4/4/2000 Elwell

B&E

Items 1,2,3
and 4: P+, no
T, SO‐

4/9/2000 Barker

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
Item 19: P+, no indication for the
homicide T qns, SO ‐ (x2) presence of blood.

12/28/1999 Elwell

1/2/2001 Barker

5/1/2001 Holley

12/28/2001 Barker

Analyses of items‐‐‐ gave
chemical indications for
the presence of blood.

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
Item 7: P+, no indication for the
homicide T, SO‐ (x2)
presence of blood.

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.

rape

Item 10: P+
(very weak),
no T, SO‐ (x2)

murder

Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
Item 24: P+, no indication for the
T, SO‐ (x2)
presence of blood.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result for one item.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

Billy Seah,
Eduardo
Gonzales

items 11, 13, 15, 16,
18, 19, 20 and 21
(swabs from crime
scene) and 48 (jeans
from suspect Seah)
revealed the
Raleigh City/Cty
presence of human B of Id #
blood.
98082696
Wake Cty # 10

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED. ***
need to re‐
check for Seah

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Mark A.
murder
Prendergast 1/10/00.

22 year 1
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
negative
William
confirmatory/species Thomas
origin test result.
Edwards

Dismissed with
prejudice by
reason of
insanity 2/3/05

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Stevenson:
Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
5/10/02.
Williams: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
2/11/02.

Stevenson: 22
year 9 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.
Williams: 13
year 3 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Chris & Brian
Gann: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree rape
6/24/02.

Chris Gann: 10
year 1 month
sentence
released
5/9/10. Brian
Gann: 10 year 1
month
sentence
released
3/5/10.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Kareem
Stevenson,
Joey Lavon
Williams

Christopher
Dean Gann,
Brian Shea
Gann

Does not reflect the
negative
Pedro
confirmatory/species Enomardo
origin test result.
Aquilar
21

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

Items 10 and 34
(from victim's
vehicle), Items 38
and 39) from
suspect's vehicle)
and item 56 (from
suspect's residence)
revealed the
presence of blood.

Brunswick Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
98‐2732, SBI #
1998‐03860

Brunswick Cty
# 13

No other relevant
serology evidence

Johnston Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
2000‐1467

Johnston Cty #
11

No other relevant
serology evidence

Windsor PD #
2000130, SBI #
2000‐01096

Bertie Cty # 6‐
B

Items 3, 6 and 8
(swabs from the
crime scene)
revealed the
Brunswick Cty
presence of human Sheriffs Dep #
blood.
2001‐0019

Brunswick Cty
# 13

Item 14 and 15
(mattress from
suspect's
residence), Item 32
(clothes from
suspect Brian Gann)
and Item 41 (shorts
from suspect Chris
Gann) revealed
human blood.
items 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,
11, 23, 18 and 20
(from crime scene)
revealed human
blood.

King Mountain
PD # 2001‐
Cleveland Cty
89137
# 27‐B

Durham PD # 01‐ Durham Cty #
38357
14
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104 230 216472
Total 104

6/18/2002 Taub

homicide

Does not reflect the
Examination of item ‐‐‐
negative
Item 28: P+, no gave chemical indications confirmatory test
T, SO‐
for the presence of blood. result for one item.

Vines: Pled
guilty 1st
degree murder
2/9/04. Gentry:
Pled guilty 1st
degree murder
2/26/04.
Fortson: Pled
Timothy Earl guilty to
Vines,
accessory after
Joshua Jay the fact ‐
Gentry, Roy murder
L. Fortson
5/24/04.

Vines & Gentry:
Life sentences.
Presently in
prison. Fortson:
10 year 1
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 12 (sock from
victim's bedroom)
revealed human
blood.

Pitt Cty Sheriffs DPitt Cty # 3‐A

Category 1: Cases that report positive "Indications" of the presence of blood with language that qualifys the result as not conclusive
but fails to report one or more negative confirmatory test

1

2

3

4

4 005218

8 012568

10 014572

13 016990

4/16/1987 Spittle

8/21/1987 Spittle

9/5/1987 Spittle

11/19/1987 Spittle

murder

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 1: P+, T‐ allow for conclusive
(3x) no further identification of blood on
this item.
exam
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
P+, T‐
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 4: P+, T‐ this item.

murder

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.

B&E

homicide

Item #L‐1‐6
(shirt) : P+, T‐

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Michael Lee murder
Tucker
1/20/88

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
7/25/88

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
22

25 year
sentence,
released
6/18/93

50 year
sentence,
David Leon
released
Cofield
7/29/06
Williams:10
year sentence
Williams: pled on 2/7/89. Life
no contest to sentence as a
voluntary
habitual
manslaughter offender for
Richard
2/7/89
other crimes on
Allen
NO RECORD for 9/14/93.
Williams,
Jones in this
Presently in
Daniel Jones matter
prison.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Ashville PD # 87‐ Buncombe Cty
04‐1892
# 28

Item 2: pants from
suspect's room
revealed human
blood with ABO
group A.

Forsyth Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
87‐13621

Forsyth Cty
#21

Item 34: human
blood ‐ grouped and
typed; blood on
Raleigh City/Cty
Items 12 and 25
B of I # 378240 Wake Cty #10

Item #L‐1‐6 (sweat
jacket): Blood
present

Goldsboro PD #
873951
Wayne Cty #8
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5

6

7

8

9

10

17 003053

20 007219

21 007342

23 008577

24 008599

27 012654

2/21/1988 Spittle

5/12/1988 Spittle

5/15/1988 Spittle

5/29/1988 Spittle

5/29/1988 Spittle

8/18/1988 Spittle

murder

rape

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 3: P+, T‐ this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 8: P+, T‐, identification of blood on
this item.
RP nr qns
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 30: P+
identification of blood on
weak, T‐
this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Joe Johnston:
convicted 1st
degree murder
8/24/94.
Joe Cephus Morris
Johnston Jr, Johnston: pled
Morris
guilty 1st
Wayne
degree murder
Johnston Jr 10/31/95.

Joe Johnston:
Life sentence.
Presently in
prison. Morris
Johnston: 30
years released
6/1/00.
currently in
prison on other
charges.

*** Items 5 and 8:
blood from victim
on suspect's
clothes.

Roanoke Rapids Halifax Cty
PD # 3836
#6A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Burnie Ratliff rape 5/9/89.

15 year
sentence
released
9/17/94

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Nashville PD,
Union Cty #20‐
SBI # 583‐S‐1‐2 B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Items A‐1, A‐2 and
13: Blood IDd. NFA

Greenville PD,
SBI # 92‐H‐52

David Guy
Reifsnider

Pled guilty
voluntary
manslaughter
9/23/88

assault

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on T‐shirt item Q‐
1, however insufficient
evidence was observed to Does not reflect the
allow for conclusive
negative
Item Q‐1: P+, T‐ identification of blood on confirmatory test
(3x)
this item.
result.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to Does not reflect the
allow for conclusive
negative
identification of blood on confirmatory test
Item 3: P+, T‐ this item.
result.

Scotty Dale
Ward

Voluntary
Dismissal
7/12/88

assault

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Items 8 and 9: identification of blood on
P+, T‐
this item.

Deborah
Gentry,
Christie
Peeke,
James
Jackson,
James
Penley

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

23

All pled guilty
to assault
10/18/88.

Pitt Cty # 3‐A

*** Item Q‐1:
6 year sentence suspect jeans
released
revealed the
Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
8/3/90.
victim's blood (K‐1) PD # 831646
21

Whiteville PD # Columbus Cty
88‐435
#13

All 2 year
sentence.
Gentry released
7/26/89,
Jackson
released
8/21/89, Penley
& Peeke release
dates NA.

*** Items 2, 3 and
7: from suspect's
apt. have blood
consistent with the Ashville PD #
victim.
88086383

Buncombe Cty
#28

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

11

12

13

14

15

16

31 013784

32 013756

34 015841

37 018020

38 019081

39 019272

9/13/1988 Spittle

9/14/1988 Spittle

9/24/1988 Spittle

12/3/1988 Spittle

12/20/1988 Spittle

12/25/1988 Deaver

homicide

homicide

vehicular
homicide

homicide

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Items 27, 28, allow for conclusive
29 and 30: P+, identification of blood on
these‐ items.
T‐ qns
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 1: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
this item.
(3x)
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 2: P+, T‐ this item.

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Items 6 and 7: identification of blood on
P+, T‐ qns nfa these items.

Item 6: P+
weak, T‐

Item VV‐18:
homicide P+,T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on the right side
of the knife blade (item 6),
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood
detected on item...,
however, insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
these items.

Item 17 (blood
samples from
victim's residence)
was consistent with
the victim's blood.
Item 24 (suspect's
shorts) revealed
human blood. NFA

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Evaristo
Calada
Berrones

10 year
Pled 2nd
sentence
degree murder released
5/16/89.
6/29/92.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Joseph
Gilbert
Williams

Pled guilty to
Involuntary
manslaughter
4/27/89.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Vincent
Walls
Latshaw

Pled guilty to 1 year sentence Items 1 and 4:
misd. death by released
Human blood IDd.
vehicle 4/4/89 2/12/90.
NFA

Statesville PD # Iredell Cty #
123
22

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Roger John
Moretz,
Angela
Miller
Moretz

Roger:
convicted
involuntary
manslaughter
9/20/89.
Angela:
Dissmissal
without leave
accessory after
the fact ‐
murder 1/2/90.

Wilkes Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
88‐12‐10747,
SBI # 494‐H‐13,
250‐RML‐
Wilkes Cty #
87RM052
23

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Item 7 (door at
crime scene)
Kannapolis PD # Cabarrus Cty #
revealed blood. NFA K88‐08549
19‐A

Donald
Vernon
Edwards

Items 4, 7E, E17‐2:
Blood IDd consistent
with suspect. Item
1: blood IDd
consistent with
victim.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
24

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
8/10/90.

7 year sentence No other relevant
release date NA serology evidence.

Roger: 3 year
sentence
released
12/8/90.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 15: victim's
blood on Item 16:
rock from crime
scene

Greene Cty
Sheriffs Dep, SBI
# 149‐H‐57, 462‐
RML‐88DH036 Greene Cty # 8

Gastonia City
PD # 88‐10602

Gaston Cty #
27‐A

Carrboro PD #
88‐8597, SBI #
496‐H‐14, 552‐ Orange Cty #
RML‐88PJ14
15‐B

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

17

18

19

20

21

22

40 001103

47 009329

48 012582

61 001345

62 000088

64 002158

1/7/1989 Spittle

6/6/1989 Spittle

7/25/1989 Spittle

12/25/1989 Spittle

12/28/1989 Spittle

1/28/1990 Spittle

robbery

death
invest.

Att. Rape

homicide

homicide

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 1: P+, T‐ this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 5: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
this item.
(3x)
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 23: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(3x)
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 1: P+, T‐ allow for conclusive
(numerous
identification of blood on
times)
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item A‐1: P+, T‐ this item.

Item 1 and 2:
P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Deal & Warriax
were sentenced
Deal & Warriax to 34 years.
Christopher pled guilty to Dealwas
Todd Deal, robbery
released 8/8/02
Bryan
No other relevant
charges
and Warriax
Warriax
10/11/89.
5/13/02.
serology evidence

Robeson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
89‐0236

Robeson Cty
#16‐B

NOTE: 4 year old
victim. Item 2:
Human Blood IDd.
NFA, Items 3, 4 and Goldsboro PD # Wayne CTY #
6: Blood IDd. NFA
892929
8

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Robbie Lee
Henderson

Pled guilty to 2 year sentence
assault on a
release date
*** supplemental
female 3/9/90. NA.
serology report NA

Cleveland Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
0725890943

Cleveland Cty
#27‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Melvin
Herman
Wadell

NOT GUILTY
1st degree
murder
8/16/89.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Reidsville PD #
C‐89‐7493

Rockingham
Cty # 17‐A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Jackie
Joseph
Evans aka
Connie
Lewisa
Smith

Pled guilty to
voluntary
manslaughter
8/18/92.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Raleigh PD #
708844

Wake Cty # 10

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Williams: 14
year sentence
Williams: Pled released
guilty to 2nd 8/18/94.
degree murder Jenkins: 6 year
sentence. Pitt:
Willie Odell 3/13/91.
Williams Jr, Jenkins & Pitt: 2 year
Pled to assault sentence.
Henry Lee
Release dates
Jenkins Jr, charges
NA.
Item 3: Blood IDd
Ernest Pitt Jr 3/14/91.

25

6 year
sentence.
Release date
NA.

Edgecombe Cty
Sheriffs Dep # Edgecombe
90‐0098
Cty # 7

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

23

24

25

26

27

28

66 003265

70 006960

72 007380

74 009374

76 009731

77 010089

2/13/1990 Spittle

4/8/1990 Spittle

4/13/1990 Spittle

5/13/1990 Spittle

6/2/1990 Spittle

6/7/1990 Spittle

homicide

B&E

murder

assault

murder

homicide

Item 7: P+, T‐
qns

Item 1: P+, T‐
(3x)

Item 3: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 2: P+,T‐ this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 8: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(3x)
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 3: P+ wk, identification of blood on
T‐ (x2)
this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Darnell
Joyner

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
11/1/90.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 33; blood
consistent with
victim on victim's
housecoat

Rocky Mount
Edgecombe
PD # 90005001 Cty # 7

Leonard
Rone

Pled guilty to
possession of
stolen motor
vehicle
11/16/90.

10 year
sentence
released
11/21/95.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Chapel Hill PD # Orange Cty #
90‐9072
15‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

John Early
Broadnax

35 year
Pled guilty 2nd sentence
degree murder released
11/15/90.
11/9/00.

Item 4 (suspect's
jeans) revealed
blood. NFA

Reidsville PD #
1‐90‐274/C‐90‐ Rockingham
2650
Cty # 17‐A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Huffman: Pled
guilty to
Huffman: 10
AWDW ‐
year sentence
serious injury released
charges and
8/16/94. Reed:
Reed to assault ‐ 3 year
Thadus
Huffman,
sentence.
aiding and
Ronnie Reed abetting
Release date
NA.
Jr
4/24/91.

*** Item 3
(suspect's jumpsuit)
and Item 9
(suspect's vehicle)
revealed blood
Davidson Cty
consistent with the Sheriffs Dep #
victim (Item 7).
902285

Davidson Cty
# 22

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled not guilty Found NOT
Lomax Beard 6/2/91.
GUILTY.

Items 4, 5, 6, 7 and
9: revealed the
presence of blood.

Bladen Cty #
13

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Larry
Donnell
Buckram

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
11/27/90.

Life sentence.
Released
5/3/07.

Bladen Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
90‐1373‐06

Item 3 (suspect's
pants) and Item 4
(suspect's shoe)
revealed blood
Duplin Cty
consistent with the Sheriffs Dep #
victim (Item 10).
90‐00563

Duplin Cty # 4

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

29

78 010030

6/10/1990 Spittle

30

80 011754

7/10/1990 Spittle

31

83 013104

8/3/1990 Taub

32

33

34

35

87 017547

89 020068

90 021458

91 000502

10/12/1990 Spittle

10/26/1990 Spittle

12/6/1990 Spittle

1/1/1991 Spittle

hit & run

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 11: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(x2) qns
this item.

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 21: P+, T‐, identification of blood on
this item.
homicide RP‐ (3x)
Item ‐‐‐ gave chemical
indications for the
presence of blood, but
Item A‐1: P+, T‐further testing was
Hit & Run , SO‐
inconclusive.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed
Item 2: P+ wk, for the conclusive
assault
T‐
identification of blood.

homicide

B&E

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Items 20, 22
and 23: P+, T‐ these items.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 2: P+, T‐ this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 18: P+, T‐ allow for conclusive
(failed to give identification of blood on
Tak)
this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
resuklt.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory or
species origin test
results.

NC State Hwy
Patrol, SBI # R‐
900010030,
552RML90PJ14. Wake Cty #10

Ester Tant
Luna

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

Joseph
Timothy
Keel

Item 7 (overalls)
revealed blood
consistent with the
Life sentence ‐ victim. Items 1, 4
DEATH
and 6 revealed
Convicted 1st SENTENCE.
human blood. Items
degree murder Executed
2, 5 and 8 revealed SBI # 462‐RML‐ Edgecombe
8/19/91.
11/7/03.
blood.
90DH019
Cty # 7

Item 10: revealed
human blood. NFA

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence.

NC State Hwy
Patrol (#NA)

Orange Cty #
15‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to 5 year sentence
Thomas Lee AWDW ‐serious released
No other relevant
Rushing
injury 4/8/91. 8/13/93.
serology evidence.

NC State Hwy
Patrol, SBI # 652‐ Anson Cty #20‐
A‐2‐3
A

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

SBI # 355‐H‐22

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Roy Ulbert
Cook

Does not reflect the
negative (or
inconclusive)
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Johnny Berle murder
Wilson Jr
5/20/92.

27

Item 21: revealed
human blood. NFA

Pled guilty to B 7 year sentence
& E charges
released
No other relevant
3/6/91.
11/19/93.
serology evidence.

25 year
sentence
released
6/21/02.

Newtown PD # Catawba Cty #
90‐09190
25

Items 1, 12, 13, 19,
20, 21, 22 and 24
revealed blood
consistent with the Longview PD,
victim Item 16.
SBI # 355‐H‐25

Catawba Cty #
25
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36

37

38

39

93 005526

94 006783

97 008394

98 010489

40 101 013878

41 102 014164

3/21/1991 Spittle

4/6/1991 Spittle

5/6/1991 Spittle

5/17/1991 Spittle

7/29/1991 Spittle

7/29/1991 Spittle

homicide

homicide

murder

assault

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Items 1 & 2:
identification of blood on
these items.
P+, T ‐
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 22: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
this item.
(2x) qns
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 82: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(2x)
these item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 1 (left
allow for conclusive
shoe): P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(3x)
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 37: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(x3)
this item.

Items 1 & 2:
kidnap ass P+, T ‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Tyrone
Williams,
Levern
Taylor

Williams:
voluntary
dismissal
6/7/93. Taylor:
voluntary
dismissal
4/10/91.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Francisco
Flores
Macias

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
6/23/92.

12 year
sentence
released
5/3/96.

Alton C.
Williams

15 year
Pled guilty to sentence
2nd degree
released
murder 3/5/92. 8/28/96.

David
Wayne
Collins

Pled guilty to
Assault ‐
inflicting
serious injury
9/16/91.

Joey James
Melton

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

Rodney
Lancaster

Pled guilty to
assault on a
female
10/7/91.

***DNA match of
suspect's blood
(Item32a) on tissue
in victim's trailer
(Item 5). Victim's
blood IDd on Items
1, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 13.
Item 7 (partition
from bathroom)
revealed victim's
blood (Item 37).
Suspect's blood was
IDd on Items 11 and
72 (sink and
doorknob,
respectively).

2 year sentence Item 1 (right shoe)
released
revealed human
4/13/92.
blood. NFA

30 year
sentence
released
10/6/02.

Hoke Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐03‐1239

Hoke Cty # 16‐
A

Burke Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐ M1A‐002

Burke Cty # 25

Rocky Mount
PD # 91013801 Nash Cty #7

Kitty Hawk PD #
I9105089
Dare Cty # 1

Item 5 (chair)
revealed victim's
blood

Rutherford Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
OCA‐911231,
Rutherford Cty
SBI # 173‐H‐75 # 29‐A

No other relevant
serology evidence

New Bern PD # Craven Cty #
503‐91
3B
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42 103 014459

43 104 016339

44 108 017804

45 109 018022

46 115 022298

47 116 025556

48 117 025328

8/6/1991 Spittle

8/17/1991 Spittle

assault

homicide

11/1/1991 Spittle

11/29/1991 Spittle

12/14/1991 Spittle

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

No other relevant
serology evidence

Elon College PD Alamance Cty
# 91‐227
#15‐A

*** Item 2 (jeans
from suspect's
residence) revealed
blood consistent
with the victim Item Gaston Cty PD # Gaston Cty #
7A.
91‐384165
27‐A

30 year
Pled guilty to sentence
Mark Steven 2nd degree
released
Ray
murder 7/9/92. 12/6/02.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Johnny
Packer

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED

No other relevant
serology evidence

Bladen Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐2387‐09

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Lester Ray
Johnson

Found NOT
GUILTY of
attempted 1st
degree sex
offense
2/21/92.

No other relevant
serology evidence.

Jackson Cty
Sheriffs Dep, SBI Jackson Cty #
# 584‐S‐1‐12
30

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
1st degree
murder
David Joyner 5/21/92.

Dowell: 50 year
sentence.
Dowell and
Presently in
Irvin : pled
prison. Irvin: 49
Sandara Kay guilty to 2nd
year sentence
Dowell, Glen degree murder released
8/25/92.
6/11/04.
Allen Irvin

murder

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 1 (left
shoe), 2 (wash allow for conclusive
cloth), 4 (knife identification of blood on
blade): P+, T‐ these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
results.

rape

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Item 3 (pants allow for conclusive
& underwear): identification of blood on
P+, T‐
this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result

assault

Sam
Trelinski

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Chemical indications of
blood were detected on
item ‐‐‐ however, analysis
Item 1: P+, T‐ was inconclusive.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
Item 1: P+, T‐ this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item S 1 c: P+, identification of blood on
T‐(2x)
this item.

9/13/1991 Bissette stabbing

9/20/1991 Spittle

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 3Q: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(3x)
this item.
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 3 (shirt): identification of blood on
P+ wk, T‐
this item.
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Louis Harm
Ash

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
rape 3/31/91.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

*** Item S‐1
(suspect's jeans)
revealed blood
Lenior Cty
consistent with the Sheriffs Dep #
victim (Item V‐2)
117‐M‐91‐59

*** Items 1, 2 and 3
(suspect's clothes
from suspect's
vehicle) revealed
blood consistent
with the victim
(Item 11).

Bladen Cty #
13

Lenoir Cty #8

Stokes Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
91‐17696, SBI 3 Stokes Cty #17‐
542‐H‐18
B

*** Item 3
(suspect's shirt)
revealed blood
Brunswick Cty
consistent with the Sheriffs Dep #
victim (Item1a).
91‐2642

Brunswick Cty
# 13
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49 121 005752

50 124 007778

51 125 008774

52 126 006767

53 137 003361

54 138 004255

3/6/1992 Spittle

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Items 47, 77
and MW2: P+, conclusive identification
of blood on these items.
T‐ (2x)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

4/4/1992 Spittle

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Item V‐1(h): P+ conclusive identification
sex assault wk, T‐
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

4/12/1992 Spittle

5/1/1992 Spittle

2/11/1993 Spittle

2/18/1993 Spittle

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
degree murder Presently in
3/22/94.
prison

Items 4c and 81
from suspect's
residence revealed
human blood ABO
group O. Items 1, 2,
4a, 5, 73, 74 and 45 Orange Cty
revealed human
Sheriffs Dep #
blood. NFA
92‐4209

James Otis
Moore

NO RECORD OF
SUSPECT(S)
CHARGED.

Item B‐1 (victim's
bedsheet) revealed
blood consistent
with victim (Items V‐ Chapel Hill PD # Orange Cty
1a and V‐1b).
92‐8889
#15‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Tommy
Noell, Roy
Levon
Parker

Noell:
Convicted 2nd
degree murder
5/5/94. Parker:
Voluntary
Dismissal
6/15/94.

homicide/ Item 1: P+
rape
weak, T‐ (3x)

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item 1,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

*** DNA match:
Items 13c and 13f
(swabs from victim)
Roseboro:
Convicted 1st
matched blood of
Christopher degree murder Roseboro:
suspect Roseboro.
and rape
DEATH
NOTE: copy of file
Lunorer
Roseboro, 3/16/94. Bell: PENALTY CASE. provided to
Voluntary
Awaiting
Attorney John
Gaston Cty PD # Gaston Cty #
Roger
Waters 1/16/01.
92‐7339
27‐A
Bernard Bell dismissal.
execution.

homicide

Item 9: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Robert Lee
Wilson

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Item 13: P+, T‐ conclusive identification
(2x)
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
Items TN‐3 and allow for conclusive
RP‐3: P+ weak, identification of blood on
T‐ nfa
these items.
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David
Sokolowski

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
2/24/95.

Noell: Life
sentence.
Released
4/18/10.

Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** Item TN‐2
(suspect's pants)
revealed blood
Orange Cty
consistent with the Sheriffs Dep #
victim Item JE‐1.
92‐6273

Orange Cty
#15‐B

Orange Cty
#15‐B

Item 11 (suspect's
coat) revealed
human blood.

Lexington PD #
93‐2888, SBI # Davidson Cty
623‐H‐11
# 22

Item 5: blood IDd
inside victim's car

Raleigh City/Cty
B of Id #
005856.
Wake Cty # 10

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

55 139 000086

56 140 007556

57 141 011551

58 144 010225

59 145 012804

3/9/1993 Spittle

4/8/1993 Spittle

4/13/1993 Spittle

5/12/1993 Spittle

7/21/1993 Spittle

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
identification of blood on
this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Life sentence ‐
DEATH
Convicted 1st PENALTY CASE
John Robert degree murder Awaiting
No other relevant
Elliott
5/3/94.
execution.
serology evidence

Davidson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
93000276

Davidson Cty
# 22

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

40 year
Pled guilty to sentence
2nd degree
released
Russell Scott murder 9/1/93. 9/25/09.

Enfield PD #
0304102

Halifax Cty # 6‐
A

murder

Item 4: P+, T‐
(3x)

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Bobby Ray
Adkins

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
11/29/95.

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Item 12: P+, T‐ conclusive identification
(2x)
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Dean
Richards

Dissmissal
without leave
1/2/96.

Item 12 (shorts):
revealed the
presence of blood.

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however insufficient
evidence was observed to
allow for conclusive
Item 19: P+, T‐ identification of blood on
(4x), Item 27: these items. Note: blood
P+, T‐
identified on other items.

Terry Lee
Ball

Life sentence ‐
DEATH
Convicted 1st PENALTY CASE.
degree murder Awaiting
2/3/94.
execution.

Item 7 (telephone):
victim's blood IDd.
Item 19 (knife) and
Item 27 (shirt from
suspect's car): blood
IDd. NFA
SBI # 651‐H‐11

murder

Item 3: P+, T‐

murder

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Item 1: P+ wk, conclusive identification
of blood on this item.
T‐ (3x)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Life sentence.
Presently in
prison

No other relevant
serology evidence

Item 1: Blood IDd in Randolph Cty
bathroon crime
Sheriffs Dep, SBI Randolph Cty
scene. NFA
# 678‐H‐2
# 19‐B

Fayetteville City
Id Unit # 93‐
Cumberland
55990
Cty #12

Beaufort Cty #
2

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

60 150 002836

61 152 005257

62 153 009848

63 155 017980

64 156 016967

2/5/1994 Spittle

3/9/1994 Spittle

4/2/1994 Spittle

7/18/1994 Spittle

8/16/1994 Spittle

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
quantity of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Item 20: P+, T‐ conclusive identification
of blood on this item.
(3x)

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Willis
Anderson
Drew

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
Item 26: P+, T‐ of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Larry
Donnell
Pryor

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Item 10:(areas conclusive identification
1 & 2) P+, T‐
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Hall: pled no
contest
9/20/94.
Spataro:
Lewis
Dwayne Hall, Voluntary
Cindy
Dismissal
Spataro
4/21/95.

death by
vehicle

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Items 7 and 8: conclusive identification
P+, T‐
of blood on these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
conclusive identification
Item 12: P+, T‐ of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Kenneth
Jerome
Martin

Giovanni
Howell

Pled guilty to Life sentence.
2nd degree
Presently in
murder 8/1/94. prison

Items 27 and 28
(suspect's clothing)
and Item 26
(bandana from
residence) revealed
blood consistent
Edenton PD #
with the suspect.
0294022

Chowan Cty #
1

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
degree murder Presently in
8/8/94.
prison

Items 19 and 25
(from crime scene)
revealed blood

Sampson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
94‐916

Sampson Cty
#4

No other relevant
serology evidence

Erwin PD # ER‐
94‐1695

Harnett Cty #
11

Hall: 15 year
sentence
released
3/5/99.

Felony Hit/Run
charge 7/10/95
disposition unk.
No DOC
record.

Item 5 (splash guard Halifax Cty
from vehicle)
Sheriffs dep #
revealed blood. NFA 9401162

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
2/23/95.

Item 16 (cloth from
victim's vehicle)
revealed human
blood. NFA. Items
13, 14 and 15 (from
victim's vehicle)
revealed the
Cumberland Cty
presence of blood. Sheriffs Dep # Cumberland
NFA
94‐16362
Cty #12

15 year
sentence
released
11/27/99.

Halifax Cty 36‐
A

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

65 157 019646

66 160 001035

67 162 008133

68 163 009740

69 166 014834

70 167 016487

9/30/1994 Spittle

12/5/1994 Spittle

4/4/1995 Taub

5/1/1995 Spittle

7/8/1995 Spittle

7/18/1995 Spittle

homicide

homicide

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
Item 8: P+, T‐ of blood on this item.
Examination of items ‐‐‐
revealed indication for
the presence of blood,
however insufficient
quantity of evidence was
Items 1: P+, T‐ observed to conclusively
identify blood on these
(4x); Item 3:
P+, T‐ (2x)
items.
Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were found on item ‐‐‐.
Futher testing was
Item 5: P+, T‐ inconclusive.

murder

Pled to
voluntary
manslaughter
James Smith 8/23/99.

Teddy
Dwayne
Malone

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Mark A.
Hodges

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
quantity of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Items 2 and 3: conclusive identification
P+, T‐
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pablo
Delacruz
Contretas

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Ramond
Robinson: NO
RECORD
LOCATED.
Terrence
Robinson: pled
guilty to 2nd
degree rape
and kidnapping
Ramond
Robinson,
9/29/97. Mc
Laughlin:
Terrence
convicted 1st
Robinson,
degree murder
Jamison
McLaughlin 9/25/97.

Item 8: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.
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6 year sentence
released
8/23/99
(special credit0

*** DNA match item
11 (victim's shirt)
revealed blood that
matched the
suspect.

Lumberton PD #
94‐26617, SBI #
1994‐3076, 655‐ Robeson Cty #
H‐11
16‐B

*** DNA match
Items 21‐1 through
Pled guilty to 6 year 7 month 21‐11 (cigarette
voluntary
sentence
butts from victim's
manslaughter ‐ released
vehicle) matched
Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
10/20/97..
3/15/03.
DNA of suspect.
PD # 501247
21
17 year 1
Pled guilty to month
Items 46c, 46f and Avery Cty
46g (from victim's Sheriffs Dep #
2nd degree
sentence
murder
released
vehicle) revealed
9504009, SBI #
human blood.
1995‐460
Avery Cty # 24
5/12/97.
1/29/09.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

homicide
possible
suicide
Item 1: P+, T‐

murder

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

17 year 6
month
Convicted 2nd sentence
degree murder released
11/9/95.
4/2/10.

Terrence
Robinson: 38 to
55 month
sentence
released
4/6/99.
McLaughlin:
Life sentence.
Presently in
prison.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Franklin Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
950501‐06

Franklin Cty #
9

No other relevant
serology evidence

NC State Hwy
Patrol #
6288959‐4

Rockingham
Cty # 17‐A

Item 22 (rock from
crime scene)
revealed human
blood. NFA Items
13, 20, 23 and 24
(rocks from crime
scene) revealed
blood) NFA

Fayetteville City
Id Unit # 95‐
Cumberland
105169
Cty #12

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

71 169 018424

72 170 019115

73 172 023073

74 176 002407

75 178 010944

8/22/1995 Spittle

9/1/1995 Spittle

10/24/1995 Spittle

1/29/1996 Spittle

5/2/1996 Taub

kidnap

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
Item 1: P+ wk, conclusive identification
of blood on this item.
T‐
Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Boggess: Life
Boggess:
sentence.
convicted 1st Presently in
degree murder prison. Gray: 11
Ted Charles 6/1/07. Gray: year 7 month
Boggess,
sentence
pled to 2nd
Melanie
degree murder released
Gray
11/3/05.
7/7/97.

Item A‐1 (board
from crime scene)
revealed human
blood with ABO
group O blood.
Item 5 (rock from
crime scene)
revealed human
blood.

New Hanover
Cty Sheriffs Dep New Hanover
# 9524268
Cty # 5

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Cleveland
Purcell
Baker

Convicted 1st Life sentence.
degree murder Died in prison
3/13/96.
7/2/02,

No other relevant
serology evidence

Winston‐Salem Forsyth Cty #
PD #557577
21

Robert Lee
Patterson,
Dwight
Bryant

Patterson:
voluntary
dismissal
3/9/96. Bryant:
NO RECORD
LOCATED

Item 9 (clothing
Chatham Cty
from suspect)
Sheriffs Dep #
revealed blood. NFA 95012522

Kennedy: Pled
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
1/29/96.
Barnhardt: NO
RECORD OF
CHARGES

homicide

Item 3: P+, T‐

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
conclusive identification
Item 16: P+, T‐ of blood on this item.

homicide

Item 6: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory tesr
result.

George
David
Kennedy,
Randy Joe
Barn hardt

Item 7: P+, T‐

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on item 7.
Futher tests were
inconclusive on Item 7.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Phelicia Ann murder
Charity
2/11/98.

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Chatham Cty #
15‐B

Kennedy: 22
year 9 month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Item 7 (nail
clippings from
victim) revealed
blood. NFA

Kannapolis PD # Cabarrus Cty #
K96‐846
19‐A

20 year 9
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Items 5 (armrest)
and 9 (sweatshirt)
revealed human
blood.

Hertford Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
96‐388, SBI #
1996‐1474

Hertford Cty 6‐
B

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

76 180 019150

77 181 020790

78 182 022285

79 184 025384

80 186 001772

9/2/1996 Spittle

9/23/1996 Spittle

10/2/1996 Spittle

11/16/1996 Spittle

12/24/1996 Spittle

homicide

Items 10 and
29: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on these items.

homicide

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Item 30
identification of blood on
(shorts): P+, T‐ this item.

homicide

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
Item 20: P+, T‐ of blood on this item.

homicide

homicide

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

*** DNA match Item
4 (scrapings from
suspect's vehicle),
Item 19 (bill from
suspect's residence)
and Item 25 (bills
from suspect's
Blount: Pled
clothes) revealed
blood that matched
guilty to 2nd
degree murder
the victim. NOTE:
10/5/98.
Blount: 24 year suspect Blount
Marion C.
confessed to the
Washington:
6 month
Blount, Larry Voluntary
sentence.
crime and
W.
dismissal
Presently in
implicated
SBI # 1996‐
Washington 12/29/99
prison.
Washington.
02799

Sharon
Bradshaw

Items 22 and
23: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
quantity of stain was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on these items.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Vincent
Othaniel
Pickard

Item 3: P+, T‐
(3x)

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
quantity of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Pled guilty to
voluntary
Drayson
manslaughter
Lynn Deese 9/23/97.
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*** DNA match Item
30 (suspect's shirt)
and Item 2
(sweatshirt on
bathroom floor)
revealed blood that
matched the victim
(item 34). NOTE:
Cumberland Cty
suspect confessed Sheriffs Dep # Cumberland
to the murder.
96‐19823
Cty #12

Dismissed with
prejudice and
suspect
committed to
Dorothy Dix
hospital
12/12/97.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
Richard Earl murder
Sorrell Jr
8/18/97.

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
8/28/97.

Pitt Cty # 3‐A

16 year 6
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** DNA match Item
16 (knife from
suspect's residence)
and Item 25 (boots
from suspect's
residence) revealed Hillsborough PD
blood that matched # 964714, SBI # Orange Cty
the victim.
1996‐3083
#15‐B

28 year 5
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

*** DNA match Item
25 (Knife from top
of building) revealed
blood that matched
the victim. Item 3
(bottle from crime
scene) revealed
Reidsville PD #
blood. NFA
96‐17979

4 year sentence
released
No other relevant
5/2/00.
serology evidence

Robeson Cty
Sheriffs Dep #
96‐26497

Rockingham
Cty # 17‐A

Robeson Cty #
16‐B

Appendix B: SBI Lab‐ Serology Case Review Summary

81 187 002035

82 190 002478

83 191 007913

84 192 012218

85 198 023907
Total 85

12/26/1996 Spittle

1/22/1997 Spittle

2/9/1997 Elwell

5/22/1997 Elwell

10/29/1997 Spittle

homicide

homicide

homicide

homicide

murder

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on items ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
Items 2 and 8: conclusive identification
P+, T‐
of blood on these items.

Item 1: P+, T‐
(2x)

Chemical indications for
the presence of blood
were detected on items ‐‐‐
, however an insufficient
quantity of evidence was
observed to allow for
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

Analysis of item ‐‐‐
showed chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.
Item 21: P+, T ‐ Further testing on this
(3x) nfa
item was inconclusive.
Examination of item ‐‐‐
revealed chemical
indications for the
presence of blood.
Further testing failed to
Item 6: P+, T ‐ conclusively identify
(2x)
blood on this item.

Item 9: P+, T‐

Indications for the
presence of blood were
detected on item ‐‐‐,
however an insufficient
amount of evidence was
observed to allow for the
conclusive identification
of blood on this item.

*** DNA match Item
7 (suspect's pants)
revealed blood that
matched the
Gastonia PD #
victim's DNA.
96‐31621

Kenneth
Bogle

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

Ellerby & Lucas:
found NOT
GUILTY 1st
Tony Ellerby, degree murder
Javian Lucas 4/16/98.

No other relevant
serology evidence

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result

Johnson: 14
year 9 month
Johnson: Pled sentence
guilty to 2nd
released
degree murder 10/28/08.
12/10/98.
Hoke: 17 year 3
Hoke: Pled
month
Diane
sentence.
guilty to 2nd
Johnson,
degree murder Presently in
prison.
Ernest Hoke 11/9/98.

Item 24 (knife from
graveyard) blood
matched DNA of
Randolph Cty
victim. NOTE :
Sheriffs Dep #
suspect confessed. 97‐002‐125

Randolph Cty
# 19‐B

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

NO
SUSPECT(S)

No other relevant
serology evidence

CCBI # RPD
97033985

Wake Cty # 10

Item 8 (suspect's
jeans) revealed
blood. NFA

Elizabethtown
PD # 96E3202

Bladen Cty
#13

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.
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Donald Ray
graham

Pled guilty to
2nd degree
murder
5/13/98.

20 year 5
month
sentence.
Presently in
prison.

Does not reflect the
negative
confirmatory test
result.

16 year 6
month
Pled guilty to sentence
2nd degree
released
murder 8/4/97. 1/21/10.

Gaston Cty #
27‐A

Raleigh City/Cty
B of Id #
97005216
Wake Cty # 10

